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How We Live Is How We Die
By Pema Chödrön
$34.95 - HC
About the Book
As much as we might try to resist, endings
happen in every moment—the end of
a breath, the end of a day, the end of a
relationship, and ultimately the end of life.
And behind each ending is a beginning—
though it may be unclear what the beginning
holds. How We Live Is How We Die shares
Pema Chödrön’s wise words on working
with this flow of life-learning to live with
more ease, joy, and compassion through
uncertainty; embracing new beginnings;
and ultimately preparing for death with
more wonder and less fear. Beloved teacher
Pema Chödrön writes this book in her 85th
year, and her insights on making friends
with change are poignant for readers of all
ages. This book shares Pema’s thoughts on
the bardos—the Tibetan teachings on what
happens between this life and the next—and
how they are relevant in each moment of
our life. She also shares wisdom on working
with challenging emotions of craving,
aggression, and ignorance, transforming
them into a path of awakening and love.
Speaking in her characteristic down-toearth voice (as someone who has walked
the walk for decades), she provides readers
with a master course in living life wisely and
compassionately in the shadow of death.
As Ani Pema teaches throughout, the more
freedom we can find in our hearts and minds
as we live, the more fearlessly we’ll be
able to confront death and life’s countless
changes.
Author
PEMA CHÖDRÖN is an American Buddhist
nun in the lineage of Chögyam Trungpa and
4

resident teacher at Gampo Abbey in Nova Scotia, the
first Tibetan Buddhist monastery in North America
established for Westerners. She is the author of many
bestselling books, including When Things Fall Apart
and Welcoming the Unwelcome.
Religion - Buddhism - General
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
Self-Help - Meditations
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Excerpt from the book
This is a book about fear of death. More
accurately, this book presents a question:
How do we relate to the most fundamental
of all fears, the fear of death? Some people
banish the thought of death from their minds
and act as if they will live forever. Some tell
themselves that life is the only thing that
matters since death—in their view—equals
nothingness. Some become obsessed with
their health and safety and base their lives on
staving off the unavoidable for as many years
as possible. It is less common for people to
open themselves fully to the inevitability of
their death—and any fear that may provoke—
and to live their lives accordingly.
I have found that those who do open
themselves in this way are more engaged in
life and more appreciative of what they have.
They are less caught up in their own dramas
and have a more beneficial effect on other
people and on the planet as a whole. These
people include my teachers as well as the
sages from all the world’s spiritual traditions.
But there are many ordinary people who
neither deny nor obsess over death, however;
instead, they live in harmony with the certain
knowledge that they will one day depart from
this world.
A few years ago, I gave a weekend seminar
on this topic at the Omega Institute in
Rhinebeck, New York. One of the participants
admitted to me that when she first heard I
was going to talk about death and dying,
her reaction was “Bummer!” By the end of
the program, however, she was finding the
subject matter to be life-changing. My hope,
in sharing these teachings, is to help you
become more familiar and at ease with death,
and more able to live in harmony with what
previously scared you—more able to move
from “Bummer!” to breakthrough.

live in a wondrous flow of birth and death, birth and
death. The end of one experience is the beginning
of the next experience, which quickly comes to its
own end, leading to a new beginning. It’s like a river
continuously flowing.

My second, closely related aspiration is that
opening to death will help you open to life. As
I will repeat in the pages that follow, death is
not just something that happens at the end
of our life. Death happens every moment. We
5

Alive Until You’re Dead
Notes on the Home Stretch

By Susan Moon
$16.95 - TR

About the Book
Aging isn’t easy. But it can still be filled with
joy—maybe even more joy than we expect.
Described by the New York Journal of Books
as “a Buddhist Anne Lamott,” Zen teacher
and writer Susan Moon persuades us that
as we notice we are impermanent, we get to
come alive in new ways. Joining levity with
tenderness, Moon shares stories from her own
life on topics including knee replacements,
Zoom chats with grandchildren, ongoing
companionship with a close friend who is
moving deeper into dementia, and a season
as a Zen monk in the wilderness. Moon
illustrates the strength that can come from
within, sometimes unexpectedly, even as
our bodies fail. Our radiant aliveness can be
discovered and rediscovered any time up to
the last moment. Alive Until You’re Dead offers
a Zen approach to facing our impermanence.
Moon’s stories explore being present with
what is, not turning away from what’s difficult,
wishing for and working for the wellbeing of
others, and being willing not to know what’s
next. These field notes from an old human
being invite us to feel more alive in the final
stretch, whatever it holds.

Author
SUSAN MOON is a writer and Buddhist
teacher in the Soto Zen tradition. She is the
author of several books, including This Is
Getting Old and The Hidden Lamp, and a
contributor to Lion’s Roar, Tricycle, and other
publications. She teaches in California and
at the Upaya Zen Center in Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

yours. Alive Until You’re Dead should be required
reading for all mortals.”—Ruth Ozeki, author of The
Book of Form and Emptiness
“Beautiful, inspiring essays. Deep truth in this work
and the world needs to hear it.”—Natalie Goldberg,
author of Three Simple Lines and Writing Down the
Bones
Self-Help - Aging
Religion - Buddhism - Zen
Biography & Autobiography - Personal Memoirs

Reviews
“Reading this book is like finding a friend,
someone who is a bit wiser and more clearsighted, honest and plain-spoken, someone
who faces her fears and will help you face
6
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The Art of Money Workbook
A Three-Step Plan to Transform Your
Relationship with Money

By Bari Tessler
$16.95 - TR

About the Book
The first-of-its-kind workbook that uses three
easy steps to repair your relationship with
money, from financial therapist Bari Tessler.
Few things in life can feel as stressful
and daunting as money and financesget ready for that to change. The Art of
Money Workbook offers an empowering
new framework to create sustainable
change and strengthen your relationship
with money. Tessler offers a program that
integrates practical financial tools with
supportive somatic practices to bring more
compassion, honesty, and awareness to
your relationship with money. Her threephase process—Money Healing, Money
Practices, and Money Maps—will help
you make choices that reflect your values,
become aware of spending patterns, and
create new financial habits. This workbook
offers self-reflective exercises and tools
that will encourage you to write your own
money memoir, set regular money dates
(with yourself and/or your partner), and
plan for the future. Bari Tessler is a warm,
compassionate guide with a masters degree
in Somatic Psychology—and for over twenty
years, her Art of Money methodology has
helped thousands of people understand
and navigate their financial life. Her gentle
encouragement and practical tools will offer
you new avenues for creativity and joy with
an abundance of support.

USA Today, The Cut, Girlboss, Nerd Wallet, Real
Simple, MindBodyGreen, and REDBOOK. She has
also been featured on the cover of Experience Life
and Mindful. Bari is the author of The Art of Money:
A Life-Changing Guide to Financial Happiness. Bari
lives in Boulder, CO, with her husband, son, and many
cats.
Business & Economics - Personal Finance - Money
Management
Self-Help - Personal Growth - Success
Self-Help - Journaling

Author
BARI TESSLER LINDEN, MA, is a financial
therapist and the founder of The Art of Money.
Every year, 500+ students from around the
globe go through the year-long Art of Money
program. Her work has been featured on
Oprah.com, Inc.com, US News & World
Report, Reuters Money, The Fiscal Times,
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Awakening SelfCompassion Cards
52 Practices for Self-Care, Healing, and Growth

By Ann Saffi Biasetti, PhD, LCSW
$18.95 - Card deck

About the Book
52 cards with simple, in-the-moment
mindfulness and embodiment practices to
show you how to be kinder to yourself and
increase your sense of well-being, selfconfidence, and connection to others in your
daily life. The Awakening Self-Compassion
Cards offer a clear and actionable program
of self-compassion, mindfulness, and
embodiment practices that will resonate
with anyone who wants to cultivate more
confidence and agency in their life.
Transpersonal psychologist and licensed
clinical social worker Ann Saffi Biasetti has
crafted each card to offer a new slogan to
help you understand an embodied sense,
work with it, and follow the guided questions
and mantras you need to further unpack
and tailor the slogan to your unique needs.
Some of the slogans you will be working with
include: “Staying Present Is Compassionate
Progress,” “Becoming a Friend to Yourself,”
“Re-Framing a Tough Moment,” and
“Permission Over Perfection.” This easy-touse card deck will help you retrain yourself to
act with self-compassion, unlearn destructive
habits, and ultimately set you on the path
to staying grounded in the face of fear,
uncertainty, and self-doubt.

Author
ANN SAFFI BIASETTI, PhD, LCSW, ERYT
has been a practicing psychotherapist
for over twenty-eight years with a PhD
in Transpersonal Psychology from Sofia
University/Institute of Transpersonal
Psychology and an MSW from Fordham
University. She maintains a private practice
in Saratoga Springs, NY, specializing in
somatic psychotherapy and eating disorder
recovery. Dr. Biasetti is also a certified yoga
therapist, yoga teacher, and mindfulness
and self-compassion teacher/trainer in the
Mindful Self-Compassion program. She
8

is the creator of Mindfulness-Based Embodiment
(MBE), a somatic psychotherapy intervention, and
developed The Befriending Your Body Program
(BFYB) for eating disorder recovery. She owns
An Embodied Life yoga therapy training school
where she holds trainings in restorative yoga and
yoga therapeutics for mind-body awareness and
embodiment training.
Self-Help - Motivational & Inspirational
Self-Help - Personal Growth - Self-Esteem
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
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Boundless Leadership
The Breakthrough Method to Realize Your
Vision, Empower Others, and Ignite Positive
Change

By Joe Loizzo, MD, PhD and
Elazar Aslan, MBA, PCC

$26.95 - HC

About the Book
Realize your fullest leadership potential, claim
your boldest vision, and prioritize the well-being of
your team and world with this new science-based
approach to leadership. Boundless Leadership
provides a complete and systematic roadmap to
finding meaning in your work, realizing your full
leadership potential, and inspiring your team with
resilience, innovation, compassion and confidence.
Contemplative psychotherapist Joe Loizzo, MD,
PhD, and executive advisor Elazar Aslan, MBA,
PCC, offer a new science-based vision of leadership
that prescribes disciplines of mind, heart, and
body to help leaders cultivate clarity, compassion
and fearlessness for themselves and throughout
their organization. Boundless Leadership offers
accessible, real world applications to bring ease
to leading oneself and others, and provides
examples from the authors’ experience with clients,
including CEOs of multi-billion-dollar businesses,
entrepreneurs and managers trying to balance
the complex challenges of work and life in our
interdependent age.

Author
JOE LOIZZO, MD, PhD is a contemplative
psychotherapist, a clinical researcher, and Buddhist
scholar-teacher. He founded Nalanda Institute for
Contemplative Science, a nonprofit organization that
interacts with over 12,000 people per year. On the
faculty at the Weill Cornell Medical College and the
Columbia University Center for Buddhist Studies, he
lectures widely on the role of meditative learning in the
future of health, education, and leadership.
ELAZAR ASLAN, MBA, PCC is an executive advisor,
speaker, and entrepreneur. After a successful career
as a business executive, he became a professional
coach over a decade ago, bringing his meditative
practice and leadership principles to corporations
including Chase, D&B, MasterCard, American
Express, and ADP, as well as hyper growth start-ups.
He is the founder of A Day of Kindness in Philadelphia,
President of the Tibetan Buddhist Center of
Philadelphia, and a Nalanda Institute board member.

Reviews
“A breathtakingly original approach to leadership,

both practical and visionary. Anyone who cares about our
future and how leaders can help shape a better future will
find Boundless Leadership a source of inspiration.”—Daniel
Goleman, author of Emotional Intelligence
“In this empowering synthesis of contemplative insights and
the science of the brain and mind, Joe Loizzo and Elazar
Aslan offer a guide to personal and professional leadership
that helps us find deep inner resources of strength in
ourselves and others. The approach of this guide to being
an impactful, compassionate, and visionary leader is built
upon cutting-edge science and inspired by the wisdom
of meditative practice, providing us the best of rigorous
research and heartfelt truths that can help us all to create a
new world of compassion, connection, and creativity.”
—Daniel J. Siegel, MD, bestselling author of Mindsight;
clinical professor, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA
and executive director, Mindsight Institute
Business & Economics - Leadership
Self-Help - Personal Growth - Success
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
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Delight in One Thousand
Characters
The Classic Manual of East Asian Calligraphy

Translated and edited by Kazuaki Tanahashi
and Susan O’Leary
$24.95 - TR

About the Book
A beautifully curated presentation of the
Thousand Character Essay, a masterpiece
of Chinese calligraphy that has served as
the art form’s classic manual for over 1,400
years. Sung to infants as a lullaby, used to
teach reading and writing, and employed as
library index codes, the Thousand Character
Essay is China’s most widely used and
beloved calligraphy textbook. Composed
by the literary giant Zhou Xingsi and
handwritten by sixth-century Buddhist monk
Zhiyong, this masterful work has endured for
centuries as the standard guide for brush
writing both in formal and cursive scripts.
Delight in One Thousand Characters brings
this sublime body of art-as-text to Englishspeaking readers through its translation
and explanation by calligraphers and artists
Kazuaki Tanahashi and Susan O’Leary.
Preserving the renowned beauty of monk
Zhiyong’s only extant handwriting, the book
visually depicts the traditional script through
extensive imagery, including a full, onehundred-strip edition of Zhiyong’s calligraphy.
All images also have corresponding
commentary explaining the meaning of
each character. Essays and appendices by
Tanahashi and O’Leary detail the fascinating
history, geographic range, and aesthetic
nuance of the essay and of Zhiyong’s
rendering essential material to be familiar with
the history, thought, literature, and art of East
Asian civilization. For calligraphers, Delight in
One Thousand Characters can serve as an
advanced primer for practicing both formal
and cursive Chinese calligraphy.

exhibitions in galleries, museums, and universities all
over the world. Tanahashi is the author of over forty
books including Painting Peace, Heart of the Brush,
and The Heart Sutra.
SUSAN O’LEARY is a graduate of Yale University
and the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She is the
author of several books, including Breath Taking,
a book of poetry on the breath. As part of a team
of writers and historians, in 2009 she received the
Independent Press Book of the Year Award for best
book in education for Wisconsin: Our State, Our
Story.
Art - Techniques - Calligraphy
Art - Asian - Chinese
Art - Study & Teaching

Author
KAZUAKI TANAHASHI, a Japanese-trained
calligrapher, is the pioneer of the genre
of “one-stroke painting” as well as the
creator of multicolor enso (Zen circles).
His brushwork has been shown in solo
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Through Forests of Every
Color
Awakening with Koans

By Joan Sutherland
$19.95 - TR

About the Book
An intimate spiritual and literary journey
exploring how Zen koans make us permeable
to the joys and the anguish of this life-and to
the primordial mystery we glimpse behind
the veil of the everyday. In Through Forests
of Every Color, renowned Zen teacher Joan
Sutherland reimagines the koan tradition
with allegiance to the root spirit of the koans
and to their profound potential for vivifying,
subverting, and sanctifying our lives. Her
decades of practicing with koans and of
translating them from classical Chinese
imbues this text with a warm familiarity, an
ease still suffused with awe. Interlinked
essays on “koans as art,” “keeping company
with koans,” and “walking the koan way”
intersperse with beautifully translated
renditions of dozens of traditional Zen koans.
Sutherland also shares innovative koans
culled from Western literature, as well as
teachings on how to create idiosyncratic
koans or “turning words” from the
circumstances of one’s own life.

Author
JOAN SUTHERLAND, Roshi, is a teacher in
the koan tradition and the first woman teacher
in her lineage in the Americas. She is one of
the founders of the Pacific Zen School, an
innovative contemporary koan school that
also includes Pacific Zen Institute. Sutherland
taught in Santa Fe, New Mexico, through
Awakened Life, the community that gathered
around her teachings there. She is also
the founding teacher of The Open Source,
a network of communities in New Mexico,
Colorado, Arizona, and California. In 2014
she retired from working directly with students
and now focuses on Cloud Dragon: The Joan
Sutherland Dharma Works. She is the author
of Vimalakirti and the Awakened Heart, and
her writing has appeared regularly in Lion’s
Roar and Buddhadharma magazines.

Reviews
“Joan Sutherland’s Koan Salon in Santa Fe was
something new, an innovation in a very old tradition
that loved and respected both the ancestors and
the participants. The field in that room was alive and
expansive. Something enlightening was going on.
I’m excited that this book will introduce many more
people to her work.” —Natalie Goldberg, author of
Writing Down the Bones
“A clearer path or a better guide would be hard to
find. Of course, you still won’t be getting out of this
forest alive.” —Red Pine, author of Three Zen Sutras
Religion - Buddhism - Zen
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Body, Mind & Spirit - Inspiration & Personal Growth
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Gazing at the Moon

Buddhist Poems of Solitude
By Saigyō

Translated by Meredith McKinney
$16.95 - TR

About the Book
A fresh translation of the classical Buddhist
poetry of Saigyoˉ, whose aesthetics of nature,
love, and sorrow came to epitomize the
Japanese poetic tradition. Saigyoˉ, the Buddhist
name of Fujiwara no Norikiyo (1118–1190),
is one of Japan’s most famous and beloved
poets. He was a recluse monk who spent
much of his life wandering and seeking after
the Buddhist way. Combining his love of
poetry with his spiritual evolution, he produced
beautiful, lyrical lines infused with a Buddhist
perception of the world. Gazing at the Moon
presents over one hundred of Saigyoˉ’s
tanka—traditional 31-syllable poems—newly
rendered into English by renowned translator
Meredith McKinney. This selection of poems
conveys Saigyoˉ’s story of Buddhist awakening,
reclusion, seeking, enlightenment, and death,
embodying the Japanese aesthetic ideal of
mono no aware—to be moved by sorrow in
witnessing the ephemeral world.

Subrights Sold: Spanish
Poetry - Asian - Japanese
Poetry - Ancient & Classical
Religion - Buddhism - General

Author
MEREDITH MCKINNEY is an award-winning
translator of classical and modern Japanese
literature, whose translations include Sei
Shoˉnagon’s eleventh-century classic The Pillow
Book, and Kokoro and Kusamakura by the early
modern novelist Natsume Soˉseki. After living
and teaching for around 20 years in Japan, she
returned to Australia in 1998 and now lives near
the small town of Braidwood, in southeastern
New South Wales. She is currently an honorary
associate professor at the Japan Centre,
Australian National University.
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The Guide to
Enlightenment
Why the Teacher Still Matters in
Buddhism Today
By Allison Choying Zangmo
and Carolyn Kanjuro
$17.95 - TR

About the Book
Navigate the transformative potential of the
student-teacher relationship with advice and
personal stories from two female Buddhist
teachers with decades of experience working
with spiritual guides. Taking a spiritual path that
genuinely transforms our lives is no easy task.
It engages the deepest parts of ourselves, and
there are many pitfalls and ravines that can carry
us away on this sometimes treacherous path. A
spiritual guide who is genuine and experienced
is vital for navigating such obstacles—someone
to give perspective, someone to trust, someone
to light the way. In this intimate collection of
personal stories and advice, Allison Choying
Zangmo and Carolyn Kanjuro team up to reflect
on their experiences as longtime practitioners of
Buddhism, their own unique relationships with
their partners who are also their spiritual guides,
and to celebrate and uphold the transformative
power of the student-teacher relationship.

Author
ALLISON CHOYING ZANGMO is Anyen
Rinpoche’s personal translator and a longtime
student of both Rinpoche and his root lama,
Kyabje Tsara Dharmakirti. She has either
translated or collaborated with Rinpoche on all
of his books. She lives in Denver, Colorado.
CAROLYN KANJURO was a writer and creative
collaborator. She served as creative director
for Secrets of the World, an award-winning
audio series for children featuring global
storytellers, and taught meditation, theater, and
contemplative archery to kids throughout North
America.

Reviews
“This is a helpful book written by two American
women, both married to their teachers, who
offer guidance on the traditional approach of
the guru in Vajrayana—a heart connection
based on total trust and devotion. This
willingness to surrender should leave us open

to receive the guru’s blessings like an empty vessel
ready to be filled, unlike any ordinary relationship.
Although this imbalance of power could be a sad cause
for abuse and exploitation, here the authors discuss
the ideal association with a fully qualified guru who
embodies bodhichitta and is worthy of trust.”—Jetsunma
Tenzin Palmo, author of Reflections on a Mountain Lake
“For a student on the Vajrayana path, nothing is more
important than choosing and committing to a guru. This
little book, clearly written by two Western Vajrayana
students in language Westerners can understand, offers
simple and straightforward advice on how to prepare
well for a devoted lifetime relationship with a vajra
master. These writers should know—both were married
to realized masters.”—Dzongsar Jamyang Khyentse,
author of The Guru Drinks Bourbon?
Religion - Buddhism - Tibetan
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Self-Help - Spiritual
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Heart Medicine

How to Stop Painful Patterns and Find Peace
and Freedom—At Last
By Radhule Weininger, MD, PhD
Forewords by H.H. the Dalai Lama &
Joanna Macy
$18.95 - TR

About the Book
Do you ever feel trapped by experiencing
challenging feelings over and over again—
sometimes without realizing it? Or do you
find yourself thinking “Why is this happening
to me again?” or “Why do I always feel this
way?” You’re not alone. With Heart Medicine,
you can learn to identify your emotional and
behavioral patterns through the lens of loving
awareness—without self-judgment or blame,
learning to hold yourself as you would a
dear friend, with space and grace. Radhule
Weininger draws on decades of experience
as a therapist and meditation teacher to help
readers understand the trauma behind their
patterns, then offers twelve simple steps to
work toward healing. Each chapter includes
short practices so readers can begin to put
the book’s concepts to work for transformation
in their own lives. With Heart Medicine you
can finally be equipped with the tools to break
through the patterns that hold you back and
begin to live with more freedom, confidence,
and peace. And that’s good medicine, indeed.

Author
RADHULE WEININGER, MD, PhD, is a
clinical psychologist, psychotherapist, and
meditation teacher. She leads weekly and
monthly meditation groups in Santa Barbara
and leads retreats in both the United States
and internationally at La Casa de Maria Retreat
Center, Spirit Rock, Insight LA, the Esalen
Institute, the Garrison Institute, and she is
the author of Heartwork: The Path of SelfCompassion.

Reviews
“Skillful medicine, tender and honest, full of
truly helpful practices to heal deep, longlasting pains.”—Jack Kornfield, author of A
14

Path with Heart.
“In Heart Medicine, Radhule Weininger offers a path
toward freedom from our trauma-based, recurring,
painful patterns of reacting to problems in selfdefeating ways. Forged during forty-plus years of study
and practice of Buddhism and Western psychology,
this pathway illuminates how obstacles triggered by
trauma can become growth opportunities when held
with awareness and understanding. Utilizing the twelve
steps toward healing and examples of people on
their personal journeys, Radhule’s book is a welcome
addition to the healing trauma canon.”— Sharon
Salzberg, author of Real Change.
Self-Help - Personal Growth - Happiness
Psychology - Mental Health
Philosophy - Buddhist
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Keys to the Enneagram
How to Unlock the Highest Potential of Every
Personality Type

By A. H. Almaas
$17.95 - TR

About the Book
More than just a tool to diagnose your
personality type, the Enneagram was originally
developed to help people find the ultimate
freedom of consciousness and achieve
spiritual liberation. A. H. Almaas brings us
back to this original mission as he shares the
essential keys that will help readers break
free from the limitations and distortions of
each type’s fixation—and to express their true
spiritual nature in everyday life.

Author
A. H. ALMAAS, the author of more than a
dozen books, is the pen name of A. Hameed
Ali, the originator of the Diamond Approach to
the realization of our true nature. Since 1976
he has guided individuals and groups through
his school of inner work, the Ridhwan School,
which has branches in California, Colorado,
and Europe. His most recent books are Love
Unveiled, The Alchemy of Freedom, The
Power of Divine Eros, The Unfolding Now, and
Runaway Realization. Almaas’s teaching, which
originated in his own experience of personal
transformation, is informed by his grounding
in spiritual traditions (e.g., the Gurdjieff Work,
Sufism), depth psychology (he has a PhD
in psychology), and scientific inquiry (MA in
physics). Respected teachers and writers who
have praised his work include Ken Wilber, Jack
Kornfield, John Welwood, Helen Palmer, and
Sherry Ruth Anderson.

as an excellent guide for those who truly seek to
use the Enneagram for spiritual awakening.”—Terry
Saracino, founding president and core faculty, The
Narrative Enneagram.

Reviews

Subrights Sold: Dutch, German, Italian, Spanish

“I am profoundly moved by and highly
recommend Keys to the Enneagram. As one
of the foremost spiritual leaders of our time,
Almaas brilliantly illuminates the spiritual
depths underlying the surface patterns of
the nine Enneatypes. Offering approaches to
attain those depths, this powerful, impactful
work provides a valuable missing piece in our
current Enneagram understanding and serves

Psychology - Personality
Self-Help - Personal Growth - General
Self-Help - Spiritual

“A. H. Almaas offers a new path for understanding
the spiritual nature of the Enneagram. In this book,
Almaas answers many questions you may not have
known to ask, and he does so with a generosity that
allows each of us to find our way. If you are a serious
student of this ancient wisdom, this book is for you.”—
Suzanne Stabile, author of The Path Between Us and
coauthor of The Road Back to You

SHAMBHALA
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ISBN: 9781611809435
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Life, Part Two

Seven Keys to Awakening with Purpose
and Joy as You Age
By David Chernikoff
$18.95 - TR

About the Book
A guide to seven essential elements that will
illuminate your path to spiritual realization and
wise elderhood. What Carl Jung called “the
second half of life” has the potential to be a
remarkable curriculum for insight and awakening.
When wisely understood, the changes inherent in
the aging process become stepping-stones to the
actualization of our best human qualities: wisdom,
lovingkindness, compassion, joy, and equanimity.
In Life, Part Two, he distills lessons from across
contemplative traditions to invite readers to
embrace seven essential elements of conscious
living: embracing the mystery, choosing a vision,
cultivating intuitive wisdom, committing to inner
work, suffering effectively, serving from the heart,
and celebrating the journey. For those of us who
aspire to live fully and to love well as we age, Life,
Part Two is a lucid guidebook that empowers us
to personally thrive and to contribute with ever
greater clarity and purpose.

Author
David Chernikoff began practicing yoga and
meditation in 1971, after which his life story reads
like a greatest-hits of modern spiritual teachers.
He trained as a yoga teacher with Swami
Satchidananda, studied with Chögyam Trungpa
Rinpoche, and deepened his commitment to
meditation practice with Joseph Goldstein,
Jack Kornfield, and Sharon Salzberg. He was
also greatly influenced by Ram Dass, whose
teaching inspired him to work with dying people
at the Dying Center in Santa Fe and in hospice
programs. Because of his passion for interspiritual
dialogue, he met and was mentored by Father
Thomas Keating for many years, and worked
closely with Reb Zalman Schachter-Shalomi
at the Spiritual Eldering Institute. Chernikoff
trained with Thrangu Rinpoche and other Tibetan
teachers during a three-year stay in Nepal, and
then returned to the U.S. to begin a long stint
of teaching in the transpersonal psychology
program at Naropa University in Boulder. During
that time, he became one of the guiding teachers
of the Insight Meditation Community of Colorado.
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Currently, he teaches retreats and workshops throughout
the U.S. and has a private practice as a spiritual counselor
and life coach. For more information, please see
www.davidchernikoff.com.

Reviews
“David offers a wise and loving vision for a gracious
later life, full of many favorite stories and helpful
teachings.”—Jack Kornfield, author of A Path with
Heart
“David Chernikoff offers a fresh, straightforward
approach that unites living fully, becoming a wise
elder, and conscious dying.”—Frank Ostaseski, author
of The Five Invitations: Discovering What Death Can
Teach Us About Living Fully
Self-Help - Aging
Body, Mind & Spirit - Inspiration & Personal Growth
Self-Help - Spiritual
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Mindful Medicine

40 Simple Practices to Help Healthcare
Professionals Heal Burnout and Reconnect to
Purpose
By Jan Chozen Bays, MD, author of Mindfulness
on the Go
$18.95 - TR

About the Book
Simple mindfulness practices to help health
care professionals of all kinds reconnect with
themselves and their patients, find joy, and
build resilience.
Healers need healing, too—now, more than
ever. Jan Chozen Bays, MD, draws on her
background as both a physician and a Zen
teacher to offer accessible mindfulness
practices specifically designed to support
health professionals of all kinds. Mindful
Medicine shares short exercises, practices,
and meditations that can bring the proven
benefits of mindful awareness into the
busy and often chaotic lives of health
professionals. Divided into four sections—
connecting with yourself, connecting with
your patients, rescue remedies for times of
stress, and meditations—the book offers
evidence-based support for many different
kinds of challenges. Most of the practices
are very short and fit naturally into the day,
for example: wash your mind as you wash
your hands; lovingkindness on the way
to and from work; and noticing eye color.
The book also includes an appendix that
highlights the medical research supporting
the power of mindfulness. Growing numbers
of caring professionals are leaving their
professions and experiencing rising rates of
depression and anxiety. Mindful Medicine
can help people in health care reconnect to
themselves and their sense of purpose—even
in challenging times.

Author
JAN CHOZEN BAYS, MD, is a Zen master
in the White Plum lineage of the late master

Taizan Maezumi Roshi. She serves as a priest
and teacher at the Jizo Mountain–Great Vow Zen
Monastery in Clatskanie, Oregon. She is also a
pediatrician who specializes in the evaluation of
children for abuse and neglect. She is the author of
several books, including Mindfulness on the Go and
Mindful Eating.
Self-Help - Self-Management - Stress Management
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
Health & Fitness - Work-Related Health
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The Parent’s Complete Guide
to Ayurveda
Principles, Practices, and Recipes for Happy,
Healthy Kids
By Vaidya Jayarajan Kodikannath, BSc, BAMS
and Alyson Gregory
$24.95 - TR

About the Book
A comprehensive and user-friendly
guidebook including over 50 Ayurvedic
health and wellness practices for children,
ages 3–16, with healing plans for common
ailments—co-written by an Ayurveda
specialist with over two decades of
experience in pediatric health. This health
and lifestyle book for parents offers holistic
wellness practices from the Ayurvedic
medical tradition that are suitable and
effective for the whole family. The Parent’s
Complete Guide to Ayurveda gives simple,
commonsense dietary, herbal, and selfcare options drawn from Kaumarabhritya,
or pediatric Ayurveda, along with Ayurvedic
principles from the root texts to facilitate
healing of various ailments including
childhood disorders related to growth and
development, and promote vibrant health
and well-being in children ages 3 –16.
Dr. Jayarajan Kodikannath, an Ayurvedic
specialist with vast experience working
with pediatric cases for over two decades,
and Alyson Young Gregory, a mother and
Ayurvedic health counselor and educator,
give parents a wellness roadmap that they
can tailor to their children’s individual mindbody type, known as prakriti. This book first
gives parents the tools to determine their
child’s prakriti, and then offers customized
everyday diet and lifestyle guidelines based
on traditional Ayurvedic principles for a
healthy body and mind, including yoga,
meditation, breathing practices, and daily
wellness routines.

Author
DR. (VAIDYA) JAYARAJAN KODIKANNATH is
18

a classically trained Ayurvedic Doctor representing a
lineage of Ayurveda Practitioners from Kerala, India,
and an internationally renowned Ayurvedic scholar,
educator, and keynote speaker with over 25 years of
experience currently working as the CEO and Chief
Ayurveda Consultant of Kerala Ayurveda USA.
ALYSON YOUNG GREGORY is a parenting
media writer specializing in holistic health, and an
Ayurvedic Health Counselor and Educator. She was
a student of Don and Amba Stapleton at the Omega
Institute for Holistic Studies in New York and later, of
Vaidya Jayarajan Kodikannath at Kerala Ayurveda,
where she works as a part of one of the largest
Ayurvedic communities in the U.S.
Health & Fitness - Children’s Health
Medical - Holistic Medicine
Health & Fitness - Healthy Living
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Prizeworthy
How to Meaningfully Connect, Build Character,
and Unlock the Potential of Every Child
By Mitch Abblett, PhD
$17.95 - TR

About the Book
Our culture is addicted to “good job!”—our
all-purpose, feel-good, non-specific, or
high-bar-setting verbal praise—especially
when we talk to our kids. However, research
shows that generic praise is insufficient and
sometimes even backfires in nudging them
toward their potential or helping kids navigate
challenging moments. Praise can put too
much emphasis on controlling results, and
kids can experience it as pressure and learn
to fear failing in adults’ eyes. By contrast,
prizing is a game-changing mindset and set
of specific skills that can help kids convert
moments of emotional pain or stuckness into
opportunities and possibilities for healthy
change and growth. Prizing brings kids and
adults together into a shared space in the
present moment where conflict can dissolve,
connection can thrive, and needed changes
arise. In Prizeworthy, clinical psychologist
Mitch Abblett introduces us to the skills
of prizing and shows us what it looks like
and how to do it in real-life situations. For
example, techniques like “SNAPPing Out
of Delusions of Outcome Control with Your
Children” or “Light-Touch Goal-Setting
with Your Kids” add an important layer of
validation, compassionate presence, and
skillful action to your relationships.

Author
MITCH ABBLETT, PhD, is a licensed clinical
psychologist and consultant with a private
practice. He speaks and trains nationally
and internationally on the applications of
mindfulness for enhancing professional and
personal communication patterns. He has
been the executive director of the Institution
for Meditation and Psychotherapy and was
the clinical director for eleven years at the
Manville School at Judge Baker Children’s
Center at Harvard University.

Reviews
“If there were only one skill you could learn as a
parent, let it be prizing. It’s the basis of all the others.
Your kids will be forever grateful, and so will you.”—
Christopher Germer, PhD, author of The Mindful Path
to Self-Compassion
“A powerful, practical guide for parents and
professionals alike to cultivate true attunement,
regulation, and connection.”—Chris Willard, PsyD,
author of Raising Resilience and Growing Up Mindful
Family & Relationships - Parenting - General
Psychology - Developmental - Child
Education - Classroom Management
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Ready
How to Know When to Go and When to Stay

By David Richo; author of How to Be an Adult
in Relationships
$16.95 - TR

About the Book
The guide to finding your perfect timing for
life’s biggest decisions—whether to stay
or go in relationships, jobs, locations, and
everything that matters most. Do we stay in
what we know? Or is it the right time to leave
and make a change? In more than 50 years
as a psychotherapist David Richo has been
asked versions of this question more than any
other. He has coached countless people of
all ages through agonizing decisions related
to their partnerships, their career, their home,
their faith. In Ready, he shares the deep
wisdom we need to make these decisions—
and feel confident in following through. Filled
with relatable stories and helpful practices,
including meditation, self-inquiry, journaling,
and affirmations, Ready helps us understand
our own perfect timing to stay or to go

Author
DAVID RICHO, PhD, MFT, is a
psychotherapist, teacher, writer, and
workshop leader whose work emphasizes the
benefits of mindfulness and loving-kindness
in personal growth and emotional well-being.
He is the author of numerous books, including
Triggers, How to Be an Adult in Relationships,
and The Five Things We Cannot Change.

from your own). If you’re looking for a way to make
decisions you can trust, this book is for you.”—Susan
Piver, author of The Four Noble Truths of Love
Self-Help - Motivational & Inspirational
Psychology - Psychotherapy - General
Body, Mind & Spirit - Inspiration & Personal Growth

Reviews
“Ready posits that making important
decisions is not about drawing up lists of
pros and cons, consulting experts, or honing
your willpower. Rather, it is about knowing
yourself deeply, inhabiting each moment
fully, and then letting the world speak to you
in its infinite wisdom (which is not separate
20
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Returning the Self to
Nature
Undoing Our Collective Narcissism and Healing
Our Planet
By Jeanine M. Canty
$18.95 - TR

About the Book
Using the lens of ecopsychology, Returning
the Self to Nature shows that the pervasive
and extreme forms of narcissism we find in
many modern societies are fundamentally
the result of alienation from the natural world.
But it doesn’t have to be that way. Returning
the Self to Nature is written for the person
who no longer wishes to function in a world
that revolves around selfish, disconnected
identity models and yearns to step into healthy
relationships with one’s self, one’s community,
and our planet. Seeing the suffering of the
planet and that of humans as inseparably
linked—the ecological crisis as psychological
crisis, and vice versa—opens the door to
a mutuality of healing between people and
nature. Through unflinching analysis and
meditation practices that encourage visualizing
and embodying the wild naturalness of being
human, the reader will gain skills to begin
experiencing a courageous, pluralistic, and
ecological self. This book is an invitation to
wake up from the dream of the false self and
join the movement toward social and planetary
healing.

Self-Help - Green Lifestyle
Body, Mind & Spirit - Nature Therapy
Psychology - Psychopathology - Personality Disorders

Author
JEANINE M. CANTY is a professor in the
Transformative Studies Doctoral program at
the California Institute for Integral Studies.
Formerly the chair of Environmental Studies
at Naropa University, she continues to teach
at Naropa and at Pacifica Graduate Institute’s
Ecopsychology certificate program. Her edited
volumes are Ecological and Social Healing:
Multicultural Women’s Voices and Globalism
and Localization: Emergent Approaches to
Ecological Crises.
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The Self-Talk Workout
Six Science-Backed Strategies to Dissolve
Self-Criticism and Transform the Voice in Your
Head
By Rachel Goldsmith Turow, PhD
$18.95 - TR

About the Book
Self-talk matters, but what methods of building
healthy self-talk actually work? This how-to
guide shares evidence-based techniques to
go from being your own worst critic to your
own best friend. Perhaps you want to be
nicer to yourself but don’t really know how
to get there. Or maybe you’re someone who
assumes self-criticism is a permanent part
of your personality. Rest assured you’re not
alone-millions of people struggle with the toll
that excessive self-criticism takes on their
minds, energy levels, jobs, and relationships.
And problems with self-talk vary dramatically
from one person to the next: they can appear
as mild but persistent inner criticism, fullblown self-loathing, or the pain of internalized
oppression or abuse. After over twenty
years of working with individuals, groups,
and classes on self-criticism and related
challenges, psychologist and mindfulness
teacher Dr. Rachel Goldsmith Turow offers
the “self-talk workout”—six doable exercises
that can help you replace self-criticism with
self-kindness and self-encouragement.
Specific self-talk strategies such as “Spot the
success,” “Fail forward,” and “Allowing all
feelings, skillfully,” require just a few minutes a
day. These skills can be practiced individually
to transform your self-talk, or you can choose
to combine two or more exercises to enhance
your self-talk workout.

trained hundreds of individuals to use mindfulness,
self-compassion, and cognitive behavioral skills to
transform their self-criticism into self-encouragement
and to cultivate resilience. She is the author of
Mindfulness Skills for Trauma and PTSD: Practices for
Recovery and Resilience as well as over thirty articles
and book chapters, and she is a frequent speaker at
national and international conferences. Her website is
rachelturow.com.
Self-Help - Personal Growth - Self-Esteem
Psychology - Mental Health
Self-Help - Self-Management - General

Author
DR. RACHEL GOLDSMITH TUROW is
a psychotherapist in private practice, a
research scientist, and an adjunct faculty
member at Seattle University and the Icahn
School of Medicine at Mount Sinai. She has
22
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The Wakeful Body

Somatic Mindfulness as a Path to Freedom
By Willa Blythe Baker
Foreword by Tsoknyi Rinpoche
$18.95 - TR

About the Book
Willa Blythe Baker introduces meditation
practice as the cultivation of a way of being,
rather than a way of doing. It is a way of being
that is self-aware, self-compassionate, and
embodied. This way of being is not limited
to practice on the cushion or on the yoga
mat—somatic mindfulness is available at any
moment, activated by attention to the body’s
wisdom and its teachings. Discover the three
layers of embodiment, from the earth body of
flesh and blood, the subtle body of sensory
experience and emotion, and the awareness
body of consciousness. The three parts of
this book explore these layers through turning
attention to the physical, energetic, and mental
dimensions of human experience. By diving
deep into the body, readers will find that they
already have what they need. Concentration,
wisdom, compassion, kindness, and joy are
waiting there.

Reviews
“This remarkable book brings the body into clear
focus as a medium of awakening.”—Roshi Joan
Halifax, abbot, Upaya Zen Center

“The Wakeful Body is a wisdom treasure bringing
forth the insights, life stories, hidden teachings, and
practice pathways on how to tend the ‘agriculture
WILLA BLYTHE BAKER, PhD, is a scholar and
of the soul,’ including knots, entanglements, and
practitioner of Buddhism. She is the founder
uprooting embodied suffering toward liberation and
and spiritual director of Natural Dharma
Fellowship and its retreat center, Wonderwell
integration. Lama Willa’s experience and collection of
Mountain Refuge in Springfield, New
teachings on the power of flow, dance, and movement
Hampshire. She was authorized as a lineage
practices in Tibetan Buddhist traditions is a rare
holder (lama) in Kagyu Tibetan Buddhism
treasure offered by a pioneering teacher with great
after twelve years of monastic training and two benefit to all. Emaho! A classic is born for future
consecutive three-year retreats. Willa earned
generations.”—Shiva Rea, founder of Samudra Global
her doctorate at Harvard University in 2013 and
School of Living Yoga and author of Tending the Heart
was the Visiting Lecturer in Buddhist Ministry
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
at Harvard Divinity School from 2013 to 2017.
Willa also leads an annual retreat for ecoPsychology - Psychotherapy - General
activists at Wonderwell Mountain Refuge. Willa Self-Help - Spiritual
is the author of several books including The
SHAMBHALA
Wakeful Body: Somatic Mindfulness as a Path
to Freedom, The Arts of Contemplative Care
11/23/21
(with Dr. Cheryl Giles), and Everyday Dharma.
PAGES: 208

Author

ISBN: 9781611808742
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Wild Mind, Wild Earth
Our Place in the Sixth Extinction

By David Hinton
$19.95 - TR

About the Book
Is planetary healing possible through the
wildness of our own minds? This literary
exploration of ancient Chinese spirituality
and modern Western environmentalism
plumbs the radical and promising kinship
between mind and nature. Renowned
translator and author David Hinton discovers
parallels between the writings of ancient
Chinese poets and Ch’an (Zen) masters and
those of landscape poet Robinson Jeffers
(1887–1962) and other ecologically minded
Western writers. These two bodies of work,
though centuries apart, point to the deep
wound inevitably caused by dualistic views of
humanity and nature—and raise the prospect
of removing the illusion of separation. We
may yet find the inspiration to heal our living
planet if we understand that the sixth great
extinction event now unfolding around us is at
its root a spiritual and philosophical problem.
“It is the assumptions defining us and our
relation to the earth that drive the destruction,”
writes Hinton. “The wound that insists we
are radically different and qualitatively more
valuable than the rest of existence. We
love this world, and there is an unnoticed
philosophical revolution inherent in that love.”

American Academy of Arts and Letters.
Literary Criticism - Subjects & Themes - Nature
Poetry - Subjects & Themes - Nature
Religion - Buddhism - Zen

Author
DAVID HINTON’s many translations of
ancient Chinese poetry and philosophy have
earned wide acclaim for creating compelling
contemporary works that convey the actual
texture and density of the originals. The author
of countless books of essays and poetry,
Hinton has been awarded a Guggenheim
Fellowship, numerous fellowships from the
SHAMBHALA
N.E.A. and the N.E.H, the Landon Translation 11/08/22
Award, the PEN American Translation Award,
PAGES: 128
and a lifetime achievement award by The

ISBN:9781645471479
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The Wild and Sacred
Feminine Deck
A 52-Card Oracle and Guidebook

By Niki Dewart and Elizabeth Marglin
Illustrated by Jenny Kostecki-Shaw
$35.00 - Card deck

About the Book
Gorgeously illustrated 52-card deck and guidebook
with empowering archetypes of the sacred feminine
to amplify your innate knowing and invigorate your
potential. Honoring the potent and tumultuous
time we live in, this insightful oracle deck is an
invocation of the sacred feminine and a source
of insight for clarity, confirmation, and guidance.
Separated into four facets of the feminine—Wild
(Butterfly, Lioness), Elemental (Mountain, Smoke),
Archetypal (Muse, Shapeshifter), and Divine
(Inanna, Oshun)—the cards explore a beautiful
chaos where all things are possible. Each card
displays a gorgeous, vibrant, original oil painting
offering an inspiring artistic representation of the
figure or element. The cards come in a cigarstyle box with magnetic closure, pull-out ribbon,
and foil-stamped case. Also included in the box
is a full-color guidebook, which offers ideas for
single-card draws and unique multi-card spreads
along with inspiring quotations and an openended exploration of each card’s light and shadow
aspects. The feminine creates and destroys,
adapts and abides, sutures and sunders. Your own
potential is reflected in her many faces.

JENNY KOSTECKI-SHAW is a national award-winning
author and illustrator, a homesteader, and a mother.
Body, Mind & Spirit - Divination - General
Body, Mind & Spirit - Inspiration & Personal Growth
Body, Mind & Spirit - Goddess Worship

Author
NIKI DEWART, MA., and ELIZABETH MARGLIN,
MA., are the coauthors of The Mother’s Wisdom
Deck. Niki writes books, designs sacred spaces,
and leads rituals and retreats that nurture the
feminine soul. Elizabeth is a journalist and writing
coach who writes for publications like Yoga
Journal and Spirituality & Health. They both live in
Colorado.
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Work, Parent, Thrive
12 Science-backed Strategies to Ditch Guilt,
Manage Overwhelm, and Grow Connection
(When Everything Feels Like Too Much)

By Yael Schonbrun, PhD
$17.95 - TR

About the Book
Twelve practical strategies to experience
more joy and feel less guilt as a working
parent, drawn from ACT, the groundbreaking
therapy technique that has helped countless
people. Dr. Yael Schonbrun calls out the
myth of the work-life balance and offers
practical strategies that can help us reframe
our approach to working and parenting from
the inside out. Based in Acceptance and
Commitment Therapy (ACT), these strategies
won’t create more hours in the day, but they
can shift how we label our experiences, revise
the stories we tell ourselves about working
and parenting, and recognize the value we
get from each role. Differing values and
commitments pull working parents in opposite
directions and the social supports families
desperately need are lacking. Yet even with
these very real challenges, we can find more
peace and less stress.

Family & Relationships - Parenting - General
Psychology - Cognitive Psychology & Cognition
Self-Help - Personal Growth - General

Author
YAEL SCHONBRUN, PhD, is assistant
professor of psychology at Brown University,
a family therapist, and co-host of the podcast
Psychologists Off the Clock. In 2014, she
wrote a piece on motherhood and ambition for
the New York Times that went viral. She has
since contributed a chapter to Double Bind:
Women on Ambition alongside Roxane Gay,
Molly Ringwald, and others and has written for
Psychology Today.
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Writing Down the Bones
Deck
60 Cards to Free the Writer Within
By Natalie Goldberg
$18.95 - Card deck

About the Book
“This is my wish for you: that you take these
cards, grab the topic on one side and write,
write, write . . . Remember no good or bad.
Just words on the page.” With more than 1
million copies sold and translated into nineteen
languages, Natalie Goldberg’s Writing Down
the Bones has inspired countless writers
around the world. Now, Natalie answers one
of the most frequent questions from writers:
how do I begin? Right here! No matter what
level. Writing Down the Bones Deck offers
60 all-new topics to awaken the mind and
explore writing from fresh perspectives. Many
of the topics offer multiple angles, providing
inspiration again and again. Working with this
deck is like a personal course with beloved
writing instructor Natalie Goldberg. Each card
contains a writing topic on one side and a short
lesson on the reverse, delivered in Natalie’s
honest, heartfelt urgency. From classic
prompts that Natalie Goldberg has used a
thousand and ten times for her own writing, like
“I’m looking at . . .” and “I’m thinking of . . .”
to writing about memories of silence and
things you forgot to say, the cards will spark
you. Whether you are new to establishing a
writing practice or you’ve been going strong
for years, the Writing Down the Bones Deck will
help you focus on the details and inspire you
to develop discipline, gain confidence, and
break free to tell your story. The 60 color cards
come in a magnetic enclosure box with a short
introductory booklet.

Heart and Homeland of Haiku is her latest book. For
the last forty years she has practiced Zen and taught
seminars in writing as a spiritual practice. She lives in
northern New Mexico.
Language Arts & Disciplines - Writing - General
Self-Help - Creativity
Religion - Buddhism - Zen

Author
NATALIE GOLDBERG is the author of fifteen
books. Writing Down the Bones has been
translated into nineteen languages. Three
Simple Lines: A Writer’s Pilgrimage into the
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Yin Mountain
The Immortal Poetry of Three Daoist Women

Translated by Peter Levitt and Rebecca Nie
$19.95 - TR

About the Book
Yin Mountain presents a fascinating window
onto the lives of three Tang Dynasty Daoist
women poets. Li Ye (c. 734–784), Xue Tao
(c. 768–832), and Yu Xuanji (843–868) lived
and wrote during the period when Chinese
poetry reached its greatest height. Yet while
the names of the male poets of this era, such
as Tu Fu, Li Bo, and Wang Wei, are all easily
recognized, the names of its accomplished
women poets are hardly known at all. Through
the lenses of mysticism, naturalism, and
ordinary life, the five dozen poems collected
here express these women’s profound
devotion to Daoist spiritual practice. Their
interweaving of plain but poignant and
revealing speech with a compelling and
inventive use of imagery expresses their
creative relationship to the myths, legends,
and traditions of Daoist Goddess culture.
Also woven throughout the rich tapestry of
their writing are their sensuality and their
hard-wrought, candid emotions about
their personal loves and losses. Despite
that, these poets’ extraordinary skills were
recognized during their lifetimes, as women
they struggled relentlessly for artistic,
emotional, and financial independence
befitting their talent. The poems exude the
charged charisma of their refusal to hold back
within a culture, much like our own, that was
cosmopolitan yet still restrictive of women’s
freedom. Skillfully introduced and translated
by acclaimed translators Peter Levitt and
Rebecca Nie, these wonderful poems will
resonate with the lives of spiritual practitioners
today, especially women.

Moon: Writing and Creativity as a Path to Freedom,
co-translator (with Kazuaki Tanahashi) of A Flock
of Fools: Ancient Buddhist Tales of Wisdom and
Laughter, and the editor of Thich Nhat Hanh’s classic
The Heart of Understanding. In 1989, Levitt received
the prestigious Lannan Foundation Award in Poetry.
REBECCA NIE was born in China in 1985, began
studying internationally after moving to Canada in
2001, and now works as the Buddhist ChaplainAffiliate at Stanford University. Ms. Nie is also a
transmitted Zen Master of the Korean Jogye Order
and founding abbot of M.V. Seon Sanctuary, offering
systematic training in Eastern spiritual-wisdom
traditions.
Poetry - Women Authors
Poetry - Asian - Chinese
Religion - Taoism

Author
PETER LEVITT is a longtime student of
Zen and the author of ten books of poetry,
including Within Within, One Hundred
Butterflies, and Bright Root, Dark Root. He
is also the author of Fingerpainting on the
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Reissues

THE ART OF HAIKU

HOW TO BE AN ADULT IN
RELATIONSHIPS
Subrights Sold (original
edition): Chinese (Complex

and Simplified), Croatian,
Finnish, French, German,
Hungarian, Korean, Polish,
Romanian, Spanish, Turkish

WHAT WE SAY MATTERS
Subrights Sold (original
edition): French, German

SAGE LEADERSHIP

Reissue of The Book of
Leadership and Strategy

Subrights Sold (original
edition): French, Indonesian,

Italian, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
YOGA AND TANTRA
Subrights Sold (original
edition): Bulgarian, Chinese
(Simplified), Japanese,
Korean, Polish, Portuguese
(Brazil), Russian
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Lit from Within
Yoga, Teachings, and Practices to Illuminate
Our Inner Lives

By Sarah Powers
$19.95 - TR

About the Book
Build an integrated, deeply personal practice
to cultivate transformation, self-trust, and
awakening with insights and techniques from
beloved teacher Sarah Powers. More than
just physical poses on a mat, yoga can be
a profound path of self-realization. Sarah
Powers helps readers relate to five levels of
our human experience—physical, energetic,
emotional, mental, and interpersonal. Each
section offers an opportunity for self-inquiry
and practices to fuel our growth, including
yin yoga, meditation, emotional intelligence
exercises like creating connection with an
inner critic, and interpersonal dynamics
drawn from the Internal Family Systems
approach. Learning to recognize, reflect on,
and at times redirect these different levels
of experience adds a vital dimension to the
practice. The book draws on Sarah’s many
years of practice and teaching, influenced
by the rich tapestries of yin yoga, Buddhism,
Taoism, and psychology. In these challenging
times, Lit from Within offers a path to health,
wholeness, and connection—from the inside
out.

Author
SARAH POWERS is the founder and author
of Insight Yoga, which brings together the
insights and practices of yoga (yin and
yang), Buddhism, Taoism, and transpersonal
psychology into an integral practice to
discover and enliven the body, heart, and
mind. Sarah began teaching in 1987 and
leads training workshops around the world.
Sarah has completed level 3 of Family
Systems Therapy training and has been
a student of transpersonal psychology for
more than 30 years. She also draws from
30

her in-depth training in the Vipassana, Tantric, and
Dzogchen practices of Buddhism.

Reviews
“Lit from Within is a guidebook to living a resourceful,
resilient, and skillful life, employing the tools of asana,
breath work, postures, movement, and mindfulness,
along with the latest understandings of depth
psychology and personal therapy.”—Bernie Clark,
author of The Complete Guide to Yin.
Subrights Sold: Finnish, German
Health & Fitness - Yoga
Psychology - Interpersonal Relations
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
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YOGA

Moon Path Yoga
Kundalini Practices and Rituals for Women to
Align with the Lunar Cycles

By Sierra Hollister
$24.95 - TR

About the Book
Experience the powerful, revitalizing, feminine
“lunar” energy at the heart of Kundalini yoga
practice, through this beautifully illustrated
guide with over 170 asana, pranayama,
mantra, and meditations for practitioners of
all levels. One of the oldest forms of yoga,
Kundalini Yoga is a timeless tradition that
includes powerful, specific teachings for
anyone identifying as female. These “lunar”
practices not only support well-being, health,
and vitality through every stage of life, but
also awaken and enhance Shakti—the divine
feminine, creative life force. Sierra Hollister
helps women discover their unique moon
cycle and offers specific sequences (kriya)
for daily life, for mothering, for sexuality and
relationships—as well as practices, breathing
exercises, mudra, mantra, and recipes to
provide support and balance. Moon Path Yoga
offers a comprehensive lunar rhythm practice
that allows women of any age to awaken their
innate divine feminine energy. Illustrated with
over 125 color photos, this guide includes:
practices for radiance, vitality, and grace
gestating; a prenatal sequence meditation for
a calm heart; meditations for couples; and a
sequence to relieve PMS or to slow down and
experience gratitude.

and an engaged activist for social and environmental
justice.
Health & Fitness - Yoga
Health & Fitness - Women’s Health
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation

Author
SIERRA HOLLISTER, ERYT 500, is a beloved
yoga teacher throughout the Appalachian
Mountains, and widely considered to be
a “teacher’s teacher.” Sierra is a featured
teacher on the Yoga International platform, has
appeared in Yoga Journal, is a lead teacher
in Asheville for both 200 and 500 hour YTT
certifications, and teaches at Warren Wilson
College. Sierra is a mother, runner, yogini,
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Pause, Rest, Be

Stillness Practices for Courage in Times of
Change
By Octavia F. Raheem
$17.95 - TR

About the Book
This warm, powerful guide will help you
honor the changes and spaces in your life
with purposeful rest and reflection. If you’re
trying to push your way through endings,
beginnings, and places of uncertainty, only to
find yourself more confused, disconnected,
tired, and uncertain, this book will hold
and fortify you. Yoga teacher and activist
Octavia Raheem offers us the motivation
and guidance we need to restore ourselves
in the midst of all sorts of change. Change
in our lives—whether it be welcome, joyful,
challenging, or more subtle-presents us with
the opportunity to pause and gather our
energy to work with whatever lies ahead. She
shows us how slowing down, stillness, and
deeper connection to our own transitions
empower us to move through collective
shifts with more grace—and what it means
to navigate shifts and change with presence
and courage.

Author
OCTAVIA RAHEEM is a mother, author, yoga
teacher and practitioner, and activist. She
has received national attention for her work
training yoga teachers and diversifying the
yoga and wellness industry. Her work as
a yoga professional focuses on practical
tools to teach individuals how to manage
stress, anxiety, and fatigue through yoga and
meditation in a way that is accessible to all
levels/abilities, and restorative to the nervous
system. Her work has been featured in Yoga
Journal, Mantra magazine, Well + Good,
CNN, WXIA, and Atlanta Magazine.

Reviews
“Octavia Raheem has the authentic, searing
voice of a teacher who is intimate with the
mercurial nature of transformation. Pause,
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Rest, Be contains powerful stories, expertly guided
restorative postures, and anchors for self-study
and reflection. Radical, meaningful, and practical
medicine for a volatile, rapidly changing world.”—
Bo Forbes, PsyD, E-RYT, C-IAYT author of Yoga for
Emotional Balance.
“Part practice, part poetry, this book will feed your
soul. Octavia is a magnificent voice of truth. In a sea
of overachievement, Octavia reminds us that rest is
just as powerful as action, and that through rest, we
can align to an even greater sense truth.”—Justin
Michael Williams, author of Stay Woke
Body, Mind & Spirit - Healing - General
Health & Fitness - Yoga
Body, Mind & Spirit - Inspiration & Personal Growth
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YOGA

Skill in Action
Radicalizing Your Yoga Practice to Create a Just
World

By Michelle Cassandra Johnson
$16.95 - TR

About the Book
Transform your yoga practice into a force for
creating social change with this concise, eloquent
guide to social justice tools and skills. Skill in Action
asks you to explore the deeply transformational
practice of yoga as a way to become an agent
of social change and work toward a just world.
Through yoga practices and philosophy, this
book explores liberation for ourselves and others,
while asking us to engage in our own agency —
whether that manifests as activism, volunteer work,
or changing our relationships with others and
ourselves. To provide a strong foundation to begin
this work, Michelle Cassandra Johnson clearly
defines power and privilege, oppression, liberation,
and suffering, and invites you to make changes
in your life that promote equality and freedom for
all. We must awaken to the injustice and suffering
of marginalized communities, and we must use
our voices and actions toward the liberation of all
people.

Author
MICHELLE CASSANDRA JOHNSON is a social
justice warrior, author, dismantling racism trainer,
empath, yoga teacher and practitioner, and an
intuitive healer. With over 20 years of experience
leading dismantling racism work and working
with clients as a licensed clinical social worker,
Johnson has a deep understanding of how trauma
impacts the mind, body, spirit, and heart. She
has led Dismantling Racism Trainings with large
corporations, small nonprofits, and community
groups, including the ACLU-WA, Duke University,
Google, This American Life, The Center for Equity
and Inclusion, Eno River Unitarian Universalist
Church, Lululemon, and many others. She teaches
workshops nationwide.

Reviews
“Michelle Johnson is a deeply trusted yoga teacher
and a skilled race equity trainer, and she has
been an absolute game changer in the spirituality
and wellness communities. Her book, Skill in

Action, is the go-to resource for any student interested in
understanding the intersection of spiritual context in the
framework of social justice. Michelle’s powerful writing
brilliantly provides the reader with a holistic understanding
of race and its implications in American culture. She
also offers practical tools and the necessary skills to
confront and navigate white supremacy and oppressive
behaviors—both within society and in ourselves. Michelle
is not only fierce in her commitment to teach all of us how
to embody a practice of equity both on and off the mat but
also compassionate in her ability to meet each student
where they are. I am immensely grateful for the many ways
Michelle’s teachings have impacted the communities of
yoga and beyond and how she has informed and matured
my own justice work in the world.”—Seane Corn, author of
Revolution of the Soul
Health & Fitness - Yoga
Social Science - Discrimination
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
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Teaching Yoga with
Intention
The Essential Guide to Skillful Hands-On
Assists and Verbal Communication
By Judith Hanson Lasater
$17.95 - TR

About the Book
The definitive guide to effective and appropriate
communication through words and touch between
yoga teachers and their students. Clear, effective
verbal communication and judicious touch are
two skills that Judith Hanson Lasater feels are
essential for every yoga teacher. In Teaching Yoga
with Intention, she gives pointed advice on how
to interact verbally with students in class and how
to appropriately use touch to make corrections.
Drawing from her fifty years of yoga experience
and her training in Nonviolent Communication,
Lasater trains yoga teachers to effectively
communicate not only technique, but also the
more subtle lessons of respect, empathy, and
compassion. She also shines an unflinching light
on the use of touch in yoga. Teachers often use
touch to create understanding and awareness
in the poses. But this is a subtle art, and Lasater
gives clear guidance on how, where, and when
the use of touch can be used appropriately to
further a student’s development. In this book,
Lasater also empowers students by encouraging
them to take ownership of and responsibility
for their practice. She covers myriad topics
that can be difficult for students at any level to
navigate, such as how and when to say “no” to an
adjustment; keeping boundaries; when to leave
a class; helping your teacher understand your
needs; how to communicate your appreciation to
your yoga teacher; and if and when to report a
teacher’s behavior.

Author
JUDITH HANSON LASATER has taught yoga
since 1971. She holds a doctorate in East-West
psychology and is a physical therapist. Dr. Lasater
is the president emeritus of the California Yoga
Teachers Association and is one of the founders of
Yoga Journal magazine. She trains yoga teachers
in asana, kinesiology, yoga therapeutics, and
the Yoga Sutras, and she leads workshops and
retreats throughout the US and abroad. She is a
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pioneer in the teaching and practice of Restorative yoga.
Dr. Lasater writes extensively about yoga. Her feature
articles, columns, and essays appear in numerous books,
magazines, and anthologies. She is the author of ten books
on yoga.

Reviews
“Lasater’s words on how we touch students with
our voices and hands and how to do so in a way
that builds trust and a collaborative spirit between
yoga therapist and client are of great value.”—Yoga
Therapy Today, a publication of the International
Association of Yoga Therapists
Health & Fitness - Yoga
Self-Help - Communication & Social Skills
Psychology - Interpersonal Relations
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YOGA

Threads of Yoga

Themes, Reflections, and Meditations to Weave
into Your Practice
By Pamela Seelig
$17.95 - TR

About the Book
Deepen and enliven your yoga practice with
30 themes based on Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras
that can inspire on and off the mat. Yoga
draws many practitioners because of its
physical benefits, but it is often the experience
of peace that people return for. Threads of
Yoga supports those seeking to learn more
about yoga’s deeper spiritual teachings.
Each short chapter introduces a foundational
yogic theme, such as letting go, the breath,
the yamas and the niyamas, and the chakra
system. Each theme is accompanied
by practices, including meditation,
complementary poses, breath work, or
quotes to contemplate. It is an ideal guide
for both practitioners and teachers who want
to connect with the spiritual wisdom of yoga,
deepen their personal practice, or develop
and support a theme for yoga class.

Author
PAMELA SEELIG is a yoga teacher based
in New Jersey. She began her yoga and
meditation journey in 1991 when an illness
interrupted her Wall Street career. Along with
helping recovery, the impact of her meditation
led to a lifelong pursuit of perceiving and
sharing yogic wisdom through practice,
teaching, and writing.

Reviews
“Threads of Yoga is a timely honoring of
this ancient, essential tradition. Thank you
Pamela; this long-awaited resource is relevant
for practitioners and teachers alike who
long to live the wisdom of yoga and share

it broadly with those who wish to learn.”—Elena
Brower, bestselling author of Practice You, Being
You, and Art of Attention
“Threads of Yoga is a wonderful guide to deepening
your connection to yoga. This book shares templates
that can lead to a path of action. Themes and
reflections integrated into our mindfulness practices
helps us create a more meaningful sense of purpose
in our lives.”—Dianne Bondy, author of Yoga Where
You Are
“This book of meditations and reflections on yogic
wisdom is an excellent starting point for anyone
new to the spiritual side of yoga—and for teachers
wanting to share thought-provoking insights.”—Yoga
Journal
Health & Fitness - Yoga
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
Self-Help - Spiritual
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Yoga by the Numbers
The Sacred and Symbolic in Yoga Philosophy
and Practice

By Richard Rosen
$21.95 - TR

About the Book
A fascinating explanation of the significant,
often symbolic role that numbers play
in yoga philosophy—by beloved yoga
teacher and writer Richard Rosen. Numbers
play a meaningful role in the philosophy
of many spiritual traditions—and yoga is
no exception. For example, the number
one is the quintessential yoga number,
representing “unity” and “wholeness”;
number two sometimes stands for cooperative effort, and other times for
conflict; and number four is the number of
completeness or stability, as it “stands” on
“four legs.” There are twelve different names
for the mantra OM, each one revealing a
different aspect of this root sound. With his
distinctive blend of knowledge and humor,
Richard Rosen unpacks the fascinating
significance that numbers hold in the
philosophy and practice of yoga. Stories
and practices woven throughout—like the
Eka Danta simple meditation exercise, which
concentrates on “one pointedness” and is
associated with the one tusk of Ganesh—
offer readers a hands-on way to explore the
importance of numbers in their own practice.
Yoga by the Numbers will enlighten and
entertain the yogi in your life.

Northern California teachers bringing yoga to
underserved communities in the Bay Area. His
website is www.richardrosenyoga.com.
Health & Fitness - Yoga
Body, Mind & Spirit - Numerology
Philosophy - Mind & Body

Author
RICHARD ROSEN is a beloved and
longstanding yoga teacher. He is a graduate
of the Iyengar Institute of San Francisco and
has been teaching yoga since 1987. He is
a contributing editor at Yoga Journal and
the president of the board of directors of the
Yoga Dana Foundation (www
.yogadanafoundation.org), which supports
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YOGA

Yoga for Times of
Change
Practices and Meditations for Moving Through
Stress, Anxiety, Grief, and Life’s Transitions
By Nina Zolotow
$24.95 - TR

About the Book
Stay calm, steady, and composed through
the ups and downs of life with yoga poses,
relaxation techniques, meditations, and
lessons on how to manage stress, grief,
anxiety, depression, and life’s transitions.
Yoga was originally designed to make you
calmer, steadier, and more content, not just
stronger and healthier. This guide offers many
ways you can use yoga as a healthy coping
mechanism when you’re confronted with the
physical, emotional, and mental changes that
life brings you. It covers both ancient and
modern techniques—including yoga poses,
breathing practices, relaxation, mantras,
and meditation—that allow you to return
yourself to balance when you’re experiencing
challenges, and to fortify yourself for the
future. Nina Zolotow covers myriad topics
related to living through times of change,
including stress, anxiety, depression, anger,
grief, being present, making peace with
change, how to practice yoga when you’re
experiencing physical changes, and how to
practice meditation, breath practices, and
yoga on your own, among others. Become
more content through life’s ups and downs by
learning to live your everyday life the yogic
way.

for stress, yoga for better sleep, home practice,
cultivating equanimity, and yoga for healthy aging.
Nina is also the coauthor, with Rodney Yee, of Yoga:
The Poetry of the Body and Moving toward Balance.
Health & Fitness - Yoga
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
Self-Help - Self-Management - Stress Management

Author
NINA ZOLOTOW is the co-author of Yoga
for Healthy Aging: A Guide to Lifelong WellBeing and the editor-in-chief of the Yoga
for Healthy Aging blog. A certified yoga
teacher as well as a long-time yoga writer,
she teaches workshops and series classes
on yoga for emotional well-being, yoga
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Yoga Revolution
Building a Practice of Courage and
Compassion

By Jivana Heyman
$18.95 - TR

About the Book
It is time to address the dissonance between
the often superficial way yoga is currently
being practiced and the depth of yoga’s
ancient universal spiritual teachings. In this
clarion call to action, Jivana Heyman offers
a blueprint for cultivating a practice based
in the ancient wisdom of the Bhagavad Gita
and the Yoga Sutras in service of those
experiencing exclusion and oppression.
Heyman illuminates the yogic mandate of
seva—or acts of service that see, care for,
and uplift those around us—as a way to
serve the world without losing your way.
Through pose sequences, practice prompts
such as “Embracing Failure,” and stories
from yoga teachers who are implementing
seva in their classes, Heyman shows you
what it means to serve, how to serve, and
how to promote inclusivity through your
service.

Author
JIVANA HEYMAN, C-IAYT, E-RYT500, is
the founder and director of the Accessible
Yoga Association, an international non-profit
organization dedicated to increasing access
to the yoga teachings. He’s the cofounder
of the Accessible Yoga Training School,
co-host of the Accessible Yoga Podcast,
and the author of Accessible Yoga: Poses
and Practices for Every Body (Shambhala
Publications). More info at jivanaheyman
.com.

and real. Through Yoga Revolution, Jivana Heyman
makes the philosophy livable and the practices
doable for everybody.”—Indu Arora, author of Yoga
and Mudra
“In Yoga Revolution, Jivana Heyman leads us into
the truth of the ancient practice of yoga, which is
above all to love and serve humanity—and he gives
us the tools to do so. By sharing his own stories
so freely—and passing along what he has learned
on the path—he encourages us all to discover for
ourselves how we can use yoga, in some small way,
to ease the suffering in the world.”—Linda Sparrowe,
former editor-in-chief of Yoga International and
author of Yoga Mama

Reviews

Health & Fitness - Yoga
Health & Fitness - Healing
Self-Help - Spiritual

“What a gift to the Yoga community! This
book is transformational, much needed,
and revolutionary indeed. Practical, raw,
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BUDDHISM

The Art of Budo

The Calligraphy and Paintings of the Martial
Arts Masters

By John Stevens
$24.95 - TR

About the Book
Explore this stunning collection of spiritual
calligraphy by Japan’s greatest martial
arts masters—with commentary from
Zen art authority and aikido master John
Stevens. Beginning with the legendary
samurai Miyamoto Musashi, nearly all of
the great martial arts masters left a legacy
of calligraphy and painting. Their artwork—
Zenga and Zensho (“Zen pictures” and “Zen
calligraphy”)—was not only an extension
of their Zen practice but also reflected their
deep spiritual commitment to the budo ethos,
the perfection of self through martial arts
training. This book presents a concise history
of this tradition, with works from such samurai
as Musashi, Takuan, Yagyu, Motusgai,
Rengetsu, Tesshu Deishu, Kano, Morihei,
and others. Aikido master John Stevens is an
expert on Zen and budo art, and he provides
a fascinating introduction to the tradition and
biographical details on each of the warrior
artists, and brief, illuminating commentary on
each piece.

Author
JOHN STEVENS is a Zen priest and was a
professor of Buddhist Studies and Aikido
instructor at Tohoku Fukushi University in
Sendai, Japan, where he lived for thirtyfive years. He is the author or translator of
over forty books on Zen artists, their poetry,
painting, and calligraphy, as well as on
Aikido, swordsmanship, and other Japanese
martial arts traditions. He lives in Honolulu,
Hawaii.
Religion - Buddhism - Zen
Art - Asian - Japanese
Religion - Buddhism - Sacred Writings
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Living Kindness
Metta Practice for the Whole of Our Lives
By Kevin Griffin
$21.95 - TR

About the Book
A fresh look at the Buddhist principle of
metta, or loving-kindness. Dharma teacher
Kevin Griffin demonstrates that metta is not
just a meditation practice—it’s a radical,
selfless way of life based in universal love
for all beings. In Living Kindness, Kevin
Griffin guides us through the stories of the
Pali Canon of Buddhism to deepen our
understanding of the “brahmaviharas,”
or practices of love, compassion, joy,
and equanimity. Appealing to the direct
words of the Buddha, Griffin challenges
us to consider that these practices are
not just for developing positive states on
the meditation cushion—they’re important
aspects of living in community and caring
for our world. Ultimately, to live kindness is
to express the deepest Buddhist wisdom of
selflessness and non-clinging. Written in a
personal and intimate tone, Living Kindness
reads like words from one friend on the
spiritual path to another. By unpacking the
rich stories of the Pali Canon that often
go underappreciated, Griffin transports
us to the time of the Buddha, reveals the
contemporary relevance of his teachings,
and underscores the human dimension of
what can seem like lofty philosophy. With
guided meditation practices on themes such
as forgiveness, the preciousness of human
birth, managing emotional attachment, and
relating to the “Greed, Hatred, and Delusion
Report” of news media, Living Kindness will
appeal not only to Buddhist practitioners
seeking traditional teachings, but to anyone
who wants to grow in their capacity to love
unconditionally in a troubled world.

Author
KEVIN GRIFFIN, a leader in the mindful
recovery movement and a Community
Dharma Leader at Spirit Rock Meditation
40

Center since 2000, is the author of five previous
books, including the best-selling Buddhist recovery
book One Breath at a Time. He has studied with
the leading Western vipassana teachers, including
Jack Kornfield, Joseph Goldstein, and Ajahn Amaro.
He lives in the Bay Area and regularly teaches and
leads retreats in the Insight Meditation community.
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Religion - Buddhism - Theravada
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BUDDHISM

How the Swans Came to the
Lake
A Narrative History of Buddhism in America

By Rick Fields and Benjamin Bogin
$29.95 - TR

About the Book
A modern classic unparalleled in scope,
this sweeping history unfolds the story of
Buddhism’s spread to the West. How the
Swans Came to the Lake opens with the
story of Asian Buddhism, including the
life of the Buddha and the spread of his
teachings from India to Southeast Asia, China,
Korea, Japan, Tibet, and elsewhere. Author
Rick Fields discusses the development of
Buddhism in the West through key moments
such as Transcendentalist fascination with
Eastern religions; immigration of Chinese
and Japanese people to the United States;
the writings of D. T. Suzuki, Alan Watts,
and members of the Beat movement; the
publication of Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind by
Shunryu Suzuki; the arrival of Tibetan lamas
in America and Europe; and the influence of
Western feminist and social justice movements
on Buddhist practice. This fortieth anniversary
edition features both new and enhanced
photographs as well as a new introduction
by Fields’s nephew, Buddhist Studies scholar
Benjamin Bogin, who reflects on the impact
of this book since its initial publication and
addresses the significant changes in Western
Buddhist practice in recent decades.

Author
RICK FIELDS (1942–1999) is the author of
several books, including Chop Wood, Carry
Water and The Code of the Warrior. He served
as the editor of The Vajradhatu Sun, an
international journal of Buddhism (now Lion’s
Roar), and as the editor-at-large of Tricycle:
The Buddhist Review.
BENJAMIN BOGIN, a scholar of Himalayan
Buddhism, is associate professor and director
of Asian Studies at Skidmore College. He
is the author of The Illuminated Life of the
Great Yolmowa and the coeditor of Himalayan
Passages: Tibetan and Newar Studies in

Honor of Hubert Decleer.

Reviews
“Heroic in scope and of undeniable historic
importance.”—Los Angeles Times
“I found this engaging book literally crammed with the
sort of lively and accurate information which I had for
years been longing to find assembled. The leading
characters emerge with a quality of independence
and individuation that certainly dispels any stereotype
of the Buddhist practitioner, teacher, or layman.”—
Nancy Wilson Ross, The Washington Post
Subrights Sold: Korean
Religion - Buddhism - History
History - Social History
Religion - Eastern
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Luminous Darkness
An Engaged Buddhist Approach to
Embracing the Unknown
By Deborah Eden Tull
$18.95 - TR

About the Book
A resonant call to explore the darkness in
life—difficult emotions like grief, fear, and
prejudice—through teachings, meditations,
and mindful inquiry that provide us with
a powerful path to healing. Welcoming
darkness with curiosity, rather than fear or
judgment, enables us to access our innate
capacity for compassion and collective
healing. Dharma teacher, shaman, and deep
ecologist Deborah Eden Tull addresses
the spiritual, ecological, psychological,
and interpersonal ramifications of our
bias towards light. Tull shows us how the
labeling of darkness as “negative” becomes
a collective excuse to justify avoiding
everything that makes us uncomfortable:
racism, spiritual bypass, environmental
destruction. We can only find the radical path
to wholeness by learning to embrace the
interplay of both darkness and light.
Author
DEBORAH EDEN TULL, founder of Mindful
Living Revolution, is a Zen meditation and
engaged mindfulness teacher, author,
activist, deep ecologist, and sustainability
educator. Eden spent seven years training
as a Buddhist monk and has been teaching
dharma for 20 years. Her work has been in
The Los Angeles Times, Tricycle, GOOP,
and The Ecologist. Eden also teaches The
Work That Reconnects created by Joanna
Macy, and for UCLA’s Mindful Awareness
Research Center. Eden offers retreats and
online courses internationally. She is the
author of Relational Mindfulness (Wisdom
2018) and The Natural Kitchen (Process
2008).
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BUDDHISM

Meditations of the Pali
Tradition

Illuminating Buddhist Doctrine, History, and
Practice
By L. S. Cousins; Edited by Sarah Shaw
$24.95 - TR

About the Book
A groundbreaking and detailed presentation
of the rich system of meditation traditions that
have come to us through the Pali tradition of
Buddhism. Meditations of the Pali Tradition,
from consummate scholar of Pali Buddhism
L. S. Cousins, explores the history of
meditation practice in early or Pali Buddhism,
which was established in various parts of
South and Central Asia from the time of the
Buddha and developed until at least the
fourteenth century CE. Ranging in discussion
of jhana (absorption) meditation in ancient
India to the Buddhist practice centers of the
Silk Road to the vipassana (insight) practices
of our modern world, this rigorous and
insightful work of scholarship sheds new light
on our understanding of the practices that are
today associated with the Theravada school
of Buddhism and the insight meditation
movement. Cousins demonstrates that there
is much more to Buddhist meditation than
mindfulness alone—concentration and joy, for
example, are equally important.

Author
L. S. COUSINS (1942–2015) was one of the
world’s foremost experts on Pali Buddhism.
He taught at Manchester University and the
University of Oxford, and was a founding
member of the Samatha Trust, an organization
in the UK dedicated to teaching Buddhist
samatha meditation.

expertise. It is brought lovingly to light through
Sarah Shaw’s careful curation, additional supporting
materials, and account of how it reflects Cousins’s
life.”—Kate Crosby, author of Esoteric Theravada
“This is a carefully and comprehensively written
work. Cousins’s treatment and defense of traditional
calm (jhāna) meditation catches my eye most,
as insight (vipassanā) meditations are so much
more popular now around the world. This book,
by showing the whole historical picture, makes
an important addition to the scholarship on
meditation.”—Sayadaw Dr. Khammai Dhammasami,
president of the International Association of Buddhist
Universities.

Reviews

Religion - Buddhism - Theravada
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Religion - Buddhism - History

“An unprecedented exploration of meditation
experience as described in the Pali canon,
commentaries, and abhidhamma—as
well as lesser-known sources—this study
reflects Cousins’s nuanced sensitivity as a
lifelong practitioner and his wealth of textual
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Opening to Oneness
A Practical and Philosophical Guide to the Zen
Precepts

By Nancy Mujo Baker
$21.95 - TR

About the Book
Stop trying to become “better” by
suppressing or hiding parts of yourself, and
learn what it means to be fully human with
this accessible guide to the core ethical
teachings of Zen Buddhism. In Opening
to Oneness, Zen teacher Nancy Baker
offers a detailed path of practice for Zen
students planning to take the precepts
and for anyone, Buddhist or non-Buddhist,
interested in deepening their personal study
of ethical living. She reveals that there are
three levels of each precept: a literal level
(don’t kill, not even a bug), a relative level
that takes moral ambiguity into account
(what if it’s a malaria-spreading mosquito?),
and an ultimate level-the paradoxical level
of nonduality, in which the precepts are
naturally expressed from a state of oneness.
Full of nuance, skepticism, intelligence,
and compassion, ten chapters addressing
the grave precepts approach them mostly
from the literal and relative levels, including
instructions for how to practice these
precepts individually and in pairs or groups.
The next part of the book takes a deep
dive into looking at the precepts from the
ultimate perspective, largely through an
exploration of the precept writings of Dogen,
the thirteenth-century religious genius who
founded the Soto Zen school. At once
comprehensive and innovative, Opening
to Oneness will take its place alongside
classics like The Mind of Clover, The Heart
of Being, and Being Upright as a cherished
guide to Zen Buddhist ethics

online and teaching retreats. A Dharma successor
to Bernie Glassman, she is among the first fully
empowered lay Soto Zen teachers. She is Professor
Emerita of Philosophy at Sarah Lawrence College,
where she taught for more than forty years. She lives
in New York City.
Religion - Buddhism - Zen
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
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The Path of Aliveness
A Contemporary Zen Approach to Awakening
Body and Mind
By Christian Dillo
$21.95 - TR

About the Book
Find a sense of nourishment and embodied
aliveness in every aspect of your life with this
fresh and accessible guide to Zen practice.
Buddhism aims for the development of a
flexible mind and skillful responsiveness—
whether toward problems in one’s personal
life or broader issues like the ecological
crisis. But in a culture now saturated with
cliches about mindfulness and unrealistic
fantasies about happiness, what does it truly
mean to walk this path? The key practice
is that of embodied aliveness. This secular
reconstruction respectfully plumbs Buddhist
tradition—including classic teachings such as
the foundations of mindfulness meditation, the
four noble truths, and the practice of loving
kindness—while encouraging practitioners
to rely on their own embodied experience for
maintaining an alive and engaged presence
no matter the circumstances.

Author
CHRISTIAN DILLO spent over twenty years
as a residential monastic at the Crestone
Mountain Zen Center in Colorado, completing
Dharma transmission with Zentatsu Richard
Baker Roshi in the lineage of Shunryu Suzuki
Roshi. In 2015 he began serving as Guiding
Teacher at the Boulder Zen Center, where
he now lives with his wife, son, and several
students.

Dillo astutely provides intelligent explanations and
detailed practical examples to show us how Zen
Buddhism can be, and perhaps always has been,
a path to a luminously embodied sense of being
alive.”—Norman Fischer, author of When You Greet
Me I Bow and The Museum of Capitalism
No German translation rights
Religion - Buddhism - Zen
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice

Reviews
“The Path of Aliveness is a daring and
breathtaking book! Deconstructing and
reconstructing Buddhism based on his
own experience, his training with Buddhist
teachers, and his background in Western
phenomenology and psychology, Christian
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The Path to Peace
A Buddhist Guide to Cultivating LovingKindness
By Ayya Khema
Edited by Leigh Brasington
$16.95 - TR

About the Book
Beloved Buddhist nun Ayya Khema
expertly guides the reader through ten
meditations on generating loving-kindness
and cultivating the fifteen wholesome
qualities necessary for igniting compassion
and boundless love. Having escaped
Nazi Germany in 1938, Ayya Khema has
singularly profound perspective on creating
peace, unconditional love, and compassion.
She gently teaches that inner peace is
not necessarily natural or innate. Instead,
peace should be considered a skill that
needs intentional practice—every day.
Peace is the sum of many parts, namely
the fifteen wholesome qualities the Buddha
himself noted in the Metta Sutta, including
usefulness, mildness, humility, contentment,
receptivity, and others. Ayya Khema expertly
guides us through each individual condition,
using her trademark humor and personal
narrative, to help each reader shape their
own path to self-transformation. Edited
by her student and retreat leader, Leigh
Brasington, this book is a complete course
in practical ways to calm and brighten our
minds.

Author
AYYA KHEMA was born to a Jewish family
in Berlin in 1923. Escaping Germany in
1938, she went on to study Buddhism and
meditation all over world, including the
San Francisco Zen Center. In 1979, she
was ordained a Theravadin Buddhist nun,
receiving the name Khema, meaning “safety
and security” (Ayya means “sister”). Ayya
Khema established a forest monastery
near Sidney, Australia; a training center for
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nuns in Colombo, Sri Lanka; and Buddha-Haus, a
meditation center in the Allgäu, Germany. Among
her books are When the Iron Eagle Flies; Being
Nobody, Going Nowhere; Who Is My Self?; and an
autobiography, I Give You My Life.
LEIGH BRASINGTON, author of Right Concentration,
studied the jhanas with the late Ven. Ayya Khema,
who authorized him to teach retreats on the jhanas.
He was also empowered to teach by Jack Kornfield.
He teaches numerous jhana retreats throughout the
year, at venues that include Cloud Mountain, Barre
Center for Buddhist Studies, Gaia House, Vallecitos,
and Southern Dharma.
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Religion - Buddhism - Tibetan
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
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Poetry and Zen
Letters and Uncollected Writings of R. H. Blyth
Edited with an introduction by Norman Waddell
$29.95 - TR

About the Book
Never before published letters and uncollected
short writings of R. H. Blyth, champion of Zen
and the person who brought haiku to the world.
Poetry and Zen assembles a remarkable literary
feast: the letters, articles, translations, reviews,
and selections from the papers of Reginald
Horace Blyth (1898–1964). Blyth’s voluminous
writings on Zen, Japanese culture, and the
Japanese verse forms haiku and senryu
captured the imagination of English-speaking
readers in the decades following World War II.
His enlightening wit and inimitable style struck
a particularly sensitive chord in the artistic
community, providing inspiration to many
poets and writers and helping to kindle global
interest in Zen and haiku. Blyth’s penetrating
insights on these topics in a series of books
published between 1942 and 1970 helped lay
the foundation for the remarkable expansion
of Zen outside of East Asia, as well as the
popularization of haiku as an international verse
form that took place after his death. Poetry and
Zen is the first collection of Blyth’s letters and
short writings.

Author
R. H. BLYTH (1898–1964) stands with just a few
others—D. T. Suzuki, Alan Watts, Ruth Fuller
Sasaki—as the earliest successful proponents
of Japanese literary aesthetics and Zen
practice and worldviews to Western readers.
His 1942 book Zen in English Literature and
Oriental Classics is a landmark in the cultural
history of modern Zen, and his volumes of
translated East Asian poetry helped bring
that region’s poetic traditions to world renown.
NORMAN WADDELL, born in Washington, D.C.
in 1940, was attracted to Japan by the works
of the legendary D. T. Suzuki and his protégé
R. H. Blyth. He taught at Otani University for
over thirty years, and was editor of the Eastern
Buddhist Journal for several decades. He
has published more than a dozen books on
Japanese Zen Buddhism and is considered
one of the finest translators of sacred texts
of our time. He is the authoritative English
translator of works by and about Hakuin.

Reviews
“R. H. Blyth is for me a hero of literature. His books
altered the world I could know, both in poems and
through them.”—Jane Hirshfield, author of Ledger and
The Heart of Haiku
“In Poetry and Zen: Letters and Uncollected Writings
of R. H. Blyth, we find many dimensions of this brilliant
man: his almost obsessive love of music, his deep
intellectual curiosity, his literary prejudices, and his
deep humanity—just for starters. Many of us have
found our lives changed by his many books on
Japanese and Oriental culture, and this volume gives
us a profound look into this complex and fascinating
man’s interior. A must-read.”—William Scott Wilson,
translator of Hagakure and The Book of Five Rings
Biography & Autobiography - Literary Figures
Poetry - Asian - Japanese
Religion - Buddhism - Zen
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Rebirth

A Guide to Mind, Karma, and Cosmos in the
Buddhist World
By Roger R. Jackson
$27.95 - TR

About the Book
Reincarnation has been a popular belief
in cultures throughout the world for many
millennia. The possibility that we lived before
and may be born again, whether as a human
or in some other form of existence, continues
to fascinate us and features heavily in
popular novels and movies, and also as a
subject of recent scholarly studies. Although
Buddhism is one of the religious traditions
best known for asserting rebirth, the history
and scope of Buddhist approaches to
the idea has not received comprehensive
treatment—until now. This first-ever guide
to ideas and practices surrounding rebirth
in Buddhism covers the historical context
for the Buddha’s teachings on the topic,
explains what Buddhists believe is actually
reborn and where, surveys rebirth-related
practices in multiple Buddhist cultures, and
considers whether all Buddhist traditions
agree about what happens after death. It
is, in short, the first truly comprehensive
overview of rebirth across the major
Buddhist traditions, written by a leading
scholar and teacher of Buddhism.

Author
ROGER R. JACKSON, PhD, is Professor
Emeritus of Asian Studies and Religion at
Carleton College. He has nearly 50 years
of experience with the study and practice
of Buddhism, particularly in the Tibetan
Buddhist tradition. His special interests
include Indian and Tibetan Buddhist
philosophy, meditation, and ritual; Buddhist
religious poetry; religion and society in
Sri Lanka; the study of mysticism; and
contemporary Buddhist thought. Roger is
a highly respected and beloved scholar,
Dharma teacher, and writer. He has authored
many scholarly books and articles, and
is a frequent contributor to Lion’s Roar,
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Buddhadharma, and Tricycle magazines.

Reviews
“This is the most comprehensive and scholarly study
on rebirth and karma that I have seen and would in
my opinion constitute an authoritative work on this
subject for many years to come. I hope that Roger
Jackson will encourage colleagues to work on
Sinhala and Tamil translations of this book.”
—Gananath Obeyesekere, Emeritus Professor of
Anthropology, Princeton University
Religion - Buddhism - History
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Religion - Buddhism - General
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Seeing with the Eye
of Dhamma

The Comprehensive Teaching of Buddhadasa
Bhikkhu

By Buddhadāsa Bhikkhu
Translated by Dhammavidu Bhikkhu and
Santikaro Upasaka
$22.95 - TR

About the Book
A milestone in Buddhist literature, this
comprehensive presentation of the practice
of Dhamma shows how it can quench the
dissatisfaction and suffering common in
our lives. Dhamma —a Pali word meaning
“law of nature” or “truth,” but commonly
used to refer to the overall body of Buddhist
teachings—has the potential to fundamentally
change one’s life. In this comprehensive set
of teachings, Buddhadāsa Bhikkhu, perhaps
the most influential Thai Buddhist of the
twentieth century, introduces the Dhamma to
lay practitioners in a relatable and powerful
way. Beginning with an extensive discussion
of spiritual practice and moving into specific
teachings on Dhamma, this book will be
an indispensable resource for Theravada
Buddhists, Insight Meditation practitioners,
and all readers interested in a profoundly
committed modern approach to the Buddhist
path.

Author
BUDDHADASA BHIKKHU (1906–1993) was
a famous and influential ascetic-philosopher
of the 20th century. He remains the most
prominent Buddhist thinker in Thailand,
with hundreds of thousands of followers
and readers. A devout practitioner and
“conservative reformer,” he broke down
longstanding barriers to lay practice and thus
opened the doors to widespread movements
of lay Theravadin Buddhism in both Thailand
and in Western countries.

Reviews
“I wish to recommend this translation of the

great Buddhadāsa Bhikkhu’s Seeing with the Eye
of Dhamma. It is a very comprehensive and easily
readable presentation to inform us of how to develop
and cultivate the Eightfold Path. It gives one much
to contemplate and encourages one’s own practice
of meditation.”—Ven. Ajahn Sumedho, author of The
Sound of Silence
No German, Portuguese (Brazil), or Thai translation
rights
Religion - Buddhism - Theravada
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Religion - Buddhism - Sacred Writings
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The Shamanic Bones of
Zen
Revealing the Ancestral Spirit and Mystical
Heart of a Sacred Tradition
By Zenju Earthlyn Manuel
Foreword by Dr. Paula Arai
$18.95 - TR

About the Book
In The Shamanic Bones of Zen, celebrated
author and Buddhist teacher Zenju Earthlyn
Manuel undertakes a rich exploration of
the connections between contemporary
Zen practice and shamanic, or indigenous,
spirituality. Drawing on her personal journey
with the black church, with African, Caribbean,
and Native American ceremonial practices,
and with Nichiren and Zen Buddhism, she
builds a compelling case for discovering and
cultivating the shamanic, or magical, elements
in Buddhism—many of which have been
marginalized by colonialist and modernist forces
in the religion. Displaying reverence for the Zen
tradition, creativity in expressing her own intuitive
seeing, and profound gratitude for the guidance
of spirit, Manuel models the path of a seeker
unafraid to plumb the depths of her ancestry
and face the totality of the present. The book
conveys guidance for readers interested in Zen
practice including ritual, preparing sanctuaries,
engaging in chanting practices, and deepening
embodiment with ceremony.

Author
ZENJU EARTHLYN MANUEL is an author,
poet, and ordained Zen Buddhist priest. She
is the author of Deepest Peace, Sanctuary,
The Way of Tenderness, Tell Me Something
About Buddhism, and Black Angel Cards:
36 Oracles and Messages for Divining Your
Life. She compiled and edited Seeds for
a Boundless Life: Zen Teachings from the
Heart by Zenkei Blanche Hartmann and is a
contributing author in Dharma, Color, Culture
and The Hidden Lamp: Stories from TwentyFive Centuries of Awakened Women. Her
work has been featured in Essence magazine,
Buddhadharma, Lion’s Roar, On Being, CNN,
CBS News, and other media outlets. She holds
an MA from UCLA and a PhD in Transformative
Learning. More at zenju.org.

Reviews
“This extraordinary book, rich in content and
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feeling, is a revelation on Buddhism’s secret life source
and the ineffable power of ritual. Osho Zenju Earthlyn
Manuel’s gift to practitioners is to return all of us to the
great beauty of practice and the mystery of ceremony
through the shining lens of the ancient practice of
shamanism.”—Joan Halifax, author of Standing at the
Edge and Being with Dying
“The skin, flesh, bones, and marrow of the transmission
of Dharma from the Ancestors express words and
beyond words; open up Buddha lands; vast empty
ordinariness; and just a bow coming and going. Zenju
Earthlyn Manuel rattles the bones to offer the lineage
of those who have come before us, manifesting those
absent through vision and voice.”—Duncan Ryūken
Williams, author of American Sutra: A Story of Faith
and Freedom in the Second World War
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Body, Mind & Spirit – Shamanism
Religion – Ethnic & Tribal
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Talking Zen
Reflections on Mind, Myth, and the Magic of Life

By Alan Watts
Edited by Mark Watts
$19.95 - TR

About the Book
Insightful and entertaining essays spanning
40 years of lectures by Alan Watts on Zen,
Taoism, psychedelics, and comparative
philosophy. Alan Watts’s essays and talks
range widely through psychology, art,
religion, and politics, but always come home
to the Zen core. For those familiar with Alan
Watts’s style of presentation, the wonderful,
memorable, and prophetic style of his voice
is captured in this volume. Talking Zen puts
on display Watts’s ability to explore the very
subtle philosophies, those common across
traditions and those unique to Zen, in ordinary
and accessible language. These lectures
paved the way for the rise of Zen in the West.

Author
ALAN WATTS (1915–1973) was a renowned
lecturer and the author of nearly thirty books,
including The Way of Zen.
Subrights Sold (original edition): Italian,
Spanish
Religion - Buddhism - Zen
Philosophy - Zen
Philosophy - Buddhist
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That Is Not Your Mind!
Zen Reflections on the Surangama Sutra

By Robert Rosenbaum
$19.95 - TR

About the Book
Viewed through the lens of psychology and
neuroscience, a classic Zen sutra becomes
a springboard for exploring sensory
experiences and realizing freedom. What
does it mean to be liberated through one’s
sensory life? In That Is Not Your Mind! Zen
teacher Robert Rosenbaum explores this
question by taking readers on a step-bystep journey through the Surangama Sutra.
This Chinese Mahayana sutra is known for
its emphasis on practicing with the senses
(sight, sound, taste, smell, touch, and the
Buddhist “sixth sense” of mind or cognition),
as well as its teachings on the necessity of
basic ethical commitments, like not killing or
stealing, to support the development of one’s
meditation practice and insight. Rosenbaum
interweaves passages from the sutra with
contemporary insights from neuroscience
and psychology, illustrating the usefulness
of the text with anecdotes from his life and
his forty years of teaching experience. In
addition to learning about a sutra that played
an important role in the creation of Chinese
Chan and Japanese Zen Buddhism, readers
are guided through meditations and other
practices derived from the sutra’s teachings,
such as hearing meditations (awareness
of sound, awareness of silence, turning
hearing inwards) and centering meditations
(basic centering as well as centering on
compassion). “One of the most difficult
aspects of Buddhist practice is wrapping
our minds around how every moment is
both a deceptive seeming and also a true
gateway to awakening,” writes Rosenbaum.
“Nothing is hidden, but there is an infinite
field we cannot see.”

Zen from Karen Terzano. A founding member of
the Lay Zen Teachers Association, Bob started
the Meadowmind Sangha in Arnold and Vallecito,
California, and is currently starting an Ordinary Mind
Zen center in Sacramento. He is a senior teacher
of Dayan (Wild Goose) Qigong in the lineage of
Yang Meijun, authorized by Master Hui Liu of the
Wen Wu School. He worked for thirty years as a
neuropsychologist, psychotherapist, and behavioral
medicine specialist until retiring ten years ago to
devote all his time to Zen and qigong. Bob has
authored numerous journal articles and book
chapters, as well as the books Zen and the Heart of
Psychotherapy, Walking the Way: 83 Zen Encounters
with the Tao Te Ching, and What’s Wrong with
Mindfulness (and what isn’t)—Zen Perspectives.

Author

Religion - Buddhism - Zen
Religion - Psychology of Religion
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice

ROBERT (BOB) MEIKYO ROSENBAUM,
PhD, is an American Zen teacher with lay
entrustment in Soto Zen from Sojo Mel
Weitsman and denkai in Ordinary Mind
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Treasury of the Eye of
True Teaching
Classic Stories, Discourses, and Poems of the
Chan Tradition

By Dahui
Translated by Thomas Cleary
$24.95 - TR

About the Book
Thomas Cleary, one of America’s most
beloved translators of Buddhist texts,
brings twelfth century Chan master Dahui’s
monumental compilation of teachings to life
for the first time in English. Treasury of the
Eye of True Teaching (Zhengfayanzang)
stands as among the greatest classics of
Chan (Chinese Zen) Buddhism, combining
speeches, stories, dialogues, poems, and
commentaries that the influential master
Dahui (1089–1163) extracted from Chan lore.
Compiled by Dahui’s students during Song
Dynasty China, this work is replete with the
enigmatic, paradoxical wisdom for which
Zen Buddhism is so well known. Central to
this collection is the notion of “great doubt”
in matters of language, conceptual thinking,
and how we conceive of our existence.
By working with great doubt through koan
introspection and other meditative practices,
a practitioner is able to push themself to
the limits of ideas and concepts until a
breakthrough to enlightenment is achieved.
In the words of Dahui, “Within great doubt
there necessarily exists great enlightenment.”
A fascinating compendium of literary and
spiritual puzzles, Treasury of the Eye of
True Teaching will challenge and inspire
readers to work with great doubt themselves
and to discover their inborn potential for
enlightenment. Masterfully translated by one
of America’s foremost translators of Chinese
classics into English, it is a captivating
window into the literary world of Chinese Zen
and essential reading for students of all Zen
schools today.

Author
THOMAS CLEARY (1949–2021) is one of the most
celebrated translators of Asian spiritual classics into
English. Holder of a PhD in East Asian Languages
and Civilizations from Harvard University and a JD
from the University of California, Berkeley, Boalt
Hall School of Law, he is the translator of over fifty
volumes of Buddhist, Taoist, Confucian, and Islamic
texts from Sanskrit, Chinese, Japanese, Pali, and
Arabic.
Religion - Buddhism - Zen
Religion - Buddhism - Sacred Writings
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
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Until Nirvana’s Time
Buddhist Songs from Cambodia
Translated and edited by Trent Walker
$21.95 - TR

About the Book
A collection of forty-five evocative ritual
Dharma songs from seventeenth- to
twentieth-century Cambodia, along with
essays contextualizing the poems in terms
of Cambodian Buddhist doctrine, the ritual
lives of practitioners, and their melodic
structure. Until Nirvana’s Time consists of
forty-five poems of Dharma songs from
largely anonymous authors translated and
introduced by Trent Walker. These songs have
never appeared in English translation—many
of them have never been published in Khmer
either—and they come from oral traditions
or were previously only available in personal
collections as etchings on palm leaves or
handmade bark-paper manuscripts. Because
of the way the complex melodies work, one
song can take hours to sing and they are,
as Walker states, “often recited at night,
traditionally in dusk-to-dawn rites of healing,
mourning, dedication, and consecration.” A
link to recordings of the songs in English and
Khmer accompanies the book. The poems
are organized into four sections, each with
their own short and accessible introduction
by Walker, a vocal performer of these songs
who also completed his dissertation on this
topic at the University of California-Berkeley.
The book also includes four essays on these
poems by the translator. The essays cover
cosmology and doctrine of Cambodian
Buddhism, how the poems are chanted as
daily prayers and public rituals, the oral
and written transmission of the texts, and
the structure of the way the songs are to be
chanted. These songs have been recorded
in both the original and in English translation,
truly bringing these forty-five songs to life.
The poems are sung by several highly skilled
vocalists trained in this particular tradition
and lineage, including the translator. Many
of these performances can be heard on
stirringandstilling.org and a selection will
also be available on Shambhala’s website to
accompany the book release.
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Author
TRENT WALKER researches and teaches about
Southeast Asian Buddhism, literature, and music.
Currently a postdoctoral fellow at Stanford’s Ho
Center for Buddhist Studies and a lecturer in the
Religious Studies department, he works on palmleaf and bark-paper manuscripts in Khmer, Thai,
and Tham scripts as well as a variety of printed and
oral texts in Pali, Cambodian, Siamese, Lanna, Lao,
Vietnamese, and other languages.
Religion - Buddhism - Theravada
Poetry - Subjects & Themes - Inspirational &
Religious
Poetry - Ancient & Classical
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Zen Master Tales

Stories from the Lives of Taigu, Sengai, Hakuin,
and Ryōkan
By Peter Haskel
$19.95 - TR

About the Book
A lively collection of folk tales and Buddhist
teaching stories from four noted premodern
Japanese Zen masters: Taigu Sōchiku
(1584–1669), Sengai Gibon (1750–1831),
Hakuin Ekaku (1686–1769), and Taigu
Ryōkan (1758–1831). Zen Master Tales
collects never before translated stories of four
prominent Zen masters from the Edo period
of Japanese history (1603–1868). Drawn
from an era that saw the “democratization”
of Japanese Zen, these stories paint a
picture of robust, funny, and poignant
engagement between Zen luminaries and the
emergent chōnin or “townsperson” culture
of early modern Japan. Here we find Zen
monks engaging with samurai, merchants,
housewives, entertainers, and farmers.
These masters affirmed that the essentials
of Zen practice—zazen, koan study, even
enlightenment—could be conveyed to all
members of Japanese society in ordinary
speech, including even comic verse and
work songs. Against the backdrop of this
rich tableau, Zen Master Tales serves not
only as a text for Zen students but also as
a wide-ranging window onto the fascinating
literary, material, and social history of Edo
Japan. In his introduction, translator Peter
Haskel explains the history of Zen “stories”
from the tradition’s Golden Age in China
through the compilation of the classic koan
collections and on to the era from which
the stories in Zen Master Tales are drawn.
What was true of the Chinese tradition, he
writes—“its focus on the individual’s ordinary
activity as the function, the manifestation of
the absolute”—continued in the Japanese
context. Most of these Japanese stories,
however unabashedly humorous and at times
crude, impart something of the character of
the Zen masters involved, whose attainment

must be plainly manifest in even the most humble
and unlikely of situations.”

Author
PETER HASKEL received a PhD in East Asian
Studies from Columbia University. He is the
translator of Bankei Zen: Translations from the
Record of Bankei, Great Fool: Zen Master Ryōkan—
Letters and Other Writings, Letting Go: The Story of
Zen Master Tōsui, and Sword of Zen: Master Takuan
and His Writings on Immovable Wisdom and the
Sword Taia.
Religion - Buddhism - Zen
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
History - Asia - Japan
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Jhāna Consciousness
Buddhist Meditation in the Age of
Neuroscience
By Paul Dennison
$24.95 - TR

About the Book
For centuries in Southeast Asia, oral
Yogāvacara (yoga practitioner) traditions
kept the practice of jhāna meditation alive,
but in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
reforms in Buddhism suppressed jhāna in
favor of vipassanā, or insight meditation.
Traditional methods of jhāna meditation were
nearly lost. Related aspects of traditional
Southeast Asian Buddhism, such as the use
of sacred mantras, amulets, and tattoos,
were downplayed. Some began to consider
the extraordinary states of consciousness
induced by jhāna meditation to be a thing
of the past, unattainable in the context
of modern life. In Jhāna Consciousness,
Paul Dennison explores these aspects of
Buddhism from a variety of angles, makes
a compelling case for their vital importance
to the Buddhist path, and demonstrates
that modern laypeople can indeed access
these wondrous states of consciousness.
Having studied with one of the first Thai
meditation teachers in England, practiced
for decades in the UK’s Samatha Trust
meditation tradition, and published a
peer-reviewed study on the effects of
jhāna meditation on the brain, Dennison
brings a lifetime of scholarly and personal
insight to a subject that Westerners are
only beginning to understand. Employing
traditional Buddhist doctrine, teachings from
lesser-known meditation texts such as The
Yogāvacara’s Manual, and findings from his
groundbreaking neuroscience research,
Jhāna Consciousness offers a vision rooted
in the ancient past yet oriented to our
present age.

Author
A student and practitioner of Buddhism
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since the early 1960s, PAUL DENNISON, PhD, is
a founding member and former chairman of the
Samatha Trust, an organization dedicated to the
preservation and teaching of Buddhist samatha
meditation. He has been a research physicist,
a goldsmith and gem dealer, a monk in rural
Thailand, and, for the past two and a half decades,
a psychotherapist and psychoanalyst. He is
also currently an independent researcher on the
neuroscience of meditation and consciousness.
Religion - Buddhism - Theravada
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
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Divine Messengers

The Untold Story of Bhutan’s Female Shamans
By Stephanie Guyer-Stevens and
Françoise Pommaret
$16.95 - TR

About the Book
As mystics, healers, and travelers to the
netherworld, female shamans continue to impact
the spiritual lives of the Bhutanese. These divine
messengers act as mediums for local spirits,
cure diseases through prayer, and travel to the
realm of the dead. They are sometimes referred
to as “sky-goers,” “reincarnations,” or “returners
from the beyond,” and their stories are intimately
connected with the Buddhist ideas of karma and
rebirth. Journalist Stephanie Guyer-Stevens and
anthropologist Françoise Pommaret traveled to
the Himalayas to meet seven living Bhutanese
female shamans and to help make their stories
known. Stephanie and Françoise offer an
intimate narrative of these shamans’ spiritual
experiences and important roles in society. This
insightful and sensitive account is a rare look
inside the world of these brave women.

Author
STEPHANIE GUYER-STEVENS is an awardwinning journalist and executive producer
of Outer Voices, a multimedia organization
that focuses on women leaders from remote
parts of the globe. Additionally she has
produced numerous audio-centric multimedia
presentations for exhibitions in across the world.
FRANÇOISE POMMARET is a French
anthropologist whose research focuses on
Bhutan where she has worked since 1981
participating in tourism, educational, and
cultural projects. She holds the position of
Director of Research at the Centre national de
la recherche scientifique (CNRS). Pommaret
works as an adviser to the Institute of Language
and Culture Studies (ILCS), Royal University of
Bhutan, has been a consultant for UNESCO and
is the author of Bhutan: Himalayan Mountain
Kingdom and Lhasa in the Seventeenth Century:
The Capital of the Dalai Lamas.

Reviews
“This beautiful book celebrates those rarest
of women in Bhutan, powerful mediums
who employ multiple techniques of ecstasy

to soar away on the wings of trance to distant
metaphysical realms where they can work their deeds
of medical, mystical, and magical rescue. They are
the living embodiment of a tradition in which actual
communication with spirits is the norm, an ongoing
dialogue essential to the maintenance of peace and
harmony between humans and the divine.”—Wade
Davis, author of Into the Silence: The Great War,
Mallory, and the Conquest of Everest
“I love and admire the book and the great work both
Françoise and Stephanie did in tracking down and
relating with all the khandroms and deloms and
divine messengers all over Bhutan, and the clear
and sensitive thought and writing that went into the
fascinating book . . . Just amazing.”—Robert Thurman
Subrights Sold: Czech
Body, Mind & Spirit - Shamanism
Social Science - Anthropology - Cultural & Social
Religion - Buddhism - General
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Lives of the Masters

The Lives of the Masters series offers lively and reliable introductions to the lives, works, and
legacies of key Buddhist teachers, philosophers, and contemplatives. Each volume in the Lives
series tells the story of an innovator who embodied the highest ideals of Buddhism, crafted a
dynamic living tradition during his or her lifetime, and transmitted a vibrant legacy of wisdom to
future generations
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The Art of Transforming the Mind
A Meditator’s Guide to the Tibetan Practice of
Lojong

By B. Alan Wallace
$24.95 - TR

About the Book
Tibetan Buddhist practice isn’t just sitting
in silent meditation, it’s developing fresh
attitudes that align our minds with reality.
In this book, B. Alan Wallace explains a
fundamental type of mental training that is
designed to shift our attitudes so that our
minds become pure wellsprings of joy instead
of murky pools of problems, anxieties, fleeting
pleasures, hopes, and frustrations. The
lojong—or mind-training-teachings have been
the subject of profound study, contemplation,
and commentary by many great masters.
Wallace shows us the way to develop our
capacity for spiritual awareness through his
relatable and practical commentary on the
mind-training slogans. Includes three new
translations of Atisha’s source material.

Author
B. ALAN WALLACE has authored, translated,
edited, and contributed to more than forty
books on Tibetan Buddhism, science, and
culture. With fourteen years as a Buddhist
monk, he earned a BA in physics and the
philosophy of science and then a PhD
in religious studies. After teaching in the
Department of Religious Studies at the
University of California, Santa Barbara,
he founded the Santa Barbara Institute
for Consciousness Studies to explore the
integration of scientific approaches and
contemplative methods.

Reviews
“Readers who put the advice this book
contains into practice may indeed transform
their minds and achieve a sense of inner
peace, the key to greater peace and
happiness within and in the world at large.”
—His Holiness the Dalai Lama

“Alan Wallace, one of the great Western Buddhist
thinkers of our day, has written an extraordinary
book! Buddhism with an Attitude is written not only
with great intelligence, but also in an accessible and
readable style that helps us apply the principles in
daily life.”—Howard C. Cutler, MD, coauthor with
H.H. the Dalai Lama of The Art of Happiness
Previously published as Buddhism with an Attitude.
Subrights Sold (original and current edition):
Dutch, Finnish, Italian, Korean, Portuguese (Brazil),
Spanish
Religion - Buddhism - Tibetan
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
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Awakening Dignity
A Guide to Living a Life of Deep Fulfillment
By Phakchok Rinpoche and Sophie Wu
$21.95 - TR

About the Book
A Buddhist master’s guide to cultivating
dignity through meditation, in order to live
a more meaningful and fulfilling life. The
notion of dignity is crucial to questions of how
best to live a meaningful and fulfilling life,
particularly for people who feel self-doubt
and low self-esteem as well as those who can
feel trapped by their anxiety, dissatisfaction,
or even success. In today’s environment,
this seems to include most people. So, how
can we possess authentic and unshakeable
dignity? This book offers a unique and fresh
approach to this question by drawing from
the Tibetan Buddhist wisdom tradition.
According to Buddhism, dignity is an inherent
quality of fundamental wholeness and
completeness that we all naturally possess.
This understanding is based on the idea that
our true nature is pure and that our heart
is noble. Phakchok Rinpoche shows how
knowing that we are whole and complete
already, and gaining trust and certainty
in that understanding, counteracts the
common feeling that we are not enough, that
something is missing. Gaining unwavering
trust in ourselves protects us from life’s
ups and downs. With genuine dignity, we
are not riddled with uncertainty, anxiety, or
self-doubt; rather, we are able to face any
circumstance with confidence, clarity, and
compassion. Through reflections, examples,
and simple meditations, such as embracing
adversity and practicing compassion, this
guide provides all the tools necessary to fully
embody our fundamental dignity.

Author
PHAKCHOK RINPOCHE is a new generation
Tibetan Buddhist Master. Born in 1981,
Rinpoche was recognized as the seventh
Phakchok Rinpoche and incarnation of
a great teacher and meditation master.
Receiving ordination from His Holiness the
Dalai Lama, Rinpoche received an education
and training in Buddhist philosophy and
meditation, studying with some of the most
accomplished masters of modern times.
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Rinpoche travels the world teaching in Buddhist
centers, universities, and monasteries.
SOPHIE WU, PhD, is associate professor of history at
Agnes Scott College. Trained as a modern Chinese
intellectual historian, she teaches Asian history and
philosophy, including Buddhism. She has studied
and practiced under such masters as Thich Nhat
Hanh, Khenchen Palden Sherab Rinpoche, Khenpo
Tsewang, Dongyal Rinpoche, and more recently
Phakchok Rinpoche. She also serves as a meditation
instructor for the Buddhist organization Samye
Institute. Her current academic research focuses
on Chinese and Tibetan independent films and
contemplative education.
Religion - Buddhism - General
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
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A Beginner’s Guide to
Tibetan Buddhism
Practice, Community, and Progress on the Path

By Bruce Newman
$19.95 - TR
About the Book

Uncover the nature of the mind with this
ground-level, practice-oriented presentation
of Tibetan Buddhism. A personal and
accessible guide to establishing progress on
the path. The book begins with the awakening
of students’ interest in spirituality and the
initial encounter with Tibetan Buddhism, then
leads us through all the steps necessary for
successful practice in the West. Included is
succinct counsel on finding an appropriate
teacher, receiving empowerments, becoming
active in a center, and launching and
sustaining a Vajrayana practice. Special
emphasis is placed on the potential pitfalls,
and the marvelous benefits, of the gurudisciple relationship.
Author

BRUCE NEWMAN has studied and practiced
Tibetan Buddhism, mostly in the Kagyu
and Nyingma traditions, for almost forty-five
years. He spent eleven years in India and
Nepal studying under his primary teacher,
Venerable Chökyi Nyima Rinpoche. Mr.
Newman also completed a four-year retreat
at Kagyu Samye Ling in Scotland. For the
past ten years, he has been practicing and
teaching under the guidance of Venerable
Gyatrul Rinpoche in Ashland, Oregon.
Subrights Sold: Romanian
Religion - Buddhism - Tibetan
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
Self-Help - Spiritual
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Into the Haunted
Ground

A Guide to Cutting the Root of Suffering
By Anam Thubten
$19.95 - TR

About the Book
In Into the Haunted Ground, Anam Thubten
invites us to embrace every aspect of our
lives, from the most difficult to the most
joyful. For those of us who feel caught in
endless anxious thoughts and stuck in
personal relationships, Anam Thubten
offers a direct and practical approach to
dismantle our conceptual fixations, reveal
the deeper habits that motivate us, and
step into the immediate open spaciousness
that can heal ourselves and the world.
Weaving together personal stories with
philosophical explanations, Anam Thubten
offers swift and straightforward methods to
cut through old habits that no longer serve
our best interests or reflect our true nature.
Suitable for beginners and experienced
practitioners alike, this book presents the
core lessons of the Tibetan practice of Chöd
as a fundamental wisdom that is accessible
to any of us willing to enter the “haunted
grounds” of our own minds.

Author
ANAM THUBTEN grew up in Tibet and
at an early age began to practice in the
Nyingma tradition of Tibetan Buddhism.
He is the founder and spiritual advisor
of the Dharmata Foundation, and he
teaches widely in the United States and
internationally. He is the author of Choosing
Compassion; No Self, No Problem; The
Magic of Awareness; and Embracing Each
Moment.

teach Chöd in a practical, accessible, experiential
style. I strongly recommend this book to anyone
who may be interested in this extraordinary, joyous,
and fearless path of practice.”—Orgyen Chowang,
author of Our Pristine Mind: A Practical Guide to
Unconditional Happiness
“Anam Thubten Rinpoche impeccably lays bare the
earthy, playful, and bold spirit of everyday Chöd.
A stunning and practical guide for those interested
in authentic, living spirituality.”—Elizabeth Mattis
Namgyal, author of The Power of an Open Question:
The Buddha’s Path to Freedom

Author

Religion - Buddhism - Tibetan
Body, Mind & Spirit - Inspiration & Personal Growth
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation

“Anam Thubten has a profound
understanding of the meaning and
philosophy of Chöd and has fully integrated
the practice into his life. Evidenced by this
book, he has clearly demonstrated how to
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The Heroic Heart
Awakening Unbound Compassion
By Jetsunma Tenzin Palmo
$18.95 - TR
About the Book
A guidebook to making life meaningful
by cultivating compassion, embracing
adversity, and training the mind—from one
of the foremost living Buddhist nuns. Freeing
ourselves from our habitual emotional
patterns starts with taming the mind. Why is
this so important? Because a wild mind tends
to hurt rather than heal. Taming the mind
helps us uncover our true nature and connect
with those around us from a grounded
place of self-awareness. Through caring for
others you can walk the Buddhist path of
bodhisattvas, becoming a spiritual hero of
compassion. Based on the classic fourteenthcentury mind training text of Tibetan
Buddhism called the Thirty-Seven Practices
of a Bodhisattva, this guidebook shares pithy
advice on how to act as bodhisattvas in
our everyday lives, enabling us to possess
compassion in an authentic way. Jetsunma
Tenzin Palmo, an exemplary spiritual teacher
Religion - Buddhism - Tibetan
who spent over a dozen years meditating in
Self-Help - Meditations
the Himalayas and one of the first Buddhist
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
nuns to be ordained in the West, shares her
reflections on this famous teaching and how
to live a life of mindfulness and selflessness.
Author
JETSUNMA TENZIN PALMO was raised
in London and became a Buddhist while
still in her teens. At the age of twenty she
traveled to India, becoming one of the first
Westerners to be ordained as a Buddhist
nun. The international bestseller Cave in the
Snow chronicles her twelve years of seclusion
in a remote cave. Deeply concerned with
the plight of Buddhist nuns, she established
Dongyu Gatsal Ling Nunnery in India. In 2008
His Holiness the Twelfth Gyalwang Drukpa,
head of the Drukpa Kagyu lineage, gave her
the rare title of Jetsunma (Venerable Master).
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The Power of Mind

A Tibetan Monk’s Guide to Finding Freedom in
Every Challenge

By Khentrul Lodro T’haye
Translated by Paloma Lopez Landry
Edited by Paloma Lopez Landry, Ibby Caputo,
and Paul Gustafson
$18.95 - TR
About the Book
A modern guide to lojong—ancient Buddhist
techniques for transforming all circumstances,
including pain, anxiety, and stress, into mental
well-being that benefits us and the people around
us. The Power of Mind provides the proven path
of lojong, or mind training, for changing our
experience from the inside out. Regardless of
what’s happening in our lives, Khentrul Rinpoche
teaches that our route to freedom lies in our
minds. A thousand years ago, the Indian saint
Atisha risked his life to seek out lojong teachings
in Indonesia, and then brought them to Tibet,
where they flourished and spread to the rest of
the world. This book introduces those teachings—
the Seven Key Points of Mind Training—which
have been passed down from teacher to student
for centuries. This wisdom is accessible to
everyone—whether Buddhist or not. As Khentrul
Rinpoche states, “Peace and happiness can be
attained, but not by searching for something in
the outside world. They start within us then extend Trusting the Gold
out to the entire globe.”
“Knowing that nothing about mind is ordinary, Tibetan
Buddhism abounds with surprisingly simple, down-toAuthor
earth techniques for harnessing the innate magic of our
mind, allowing it to transform adversity into advantage. For
KHENTRUL LODRÖ T’HAYÉ RINPOCHE is a
many centuries, Tibetans have relied upon the easy-toUnited States-based Tibetan monk and the
apply slogans found in the Seven Points of Mind Training
director of Katog Choling, a Tibetan Cultural
to serve as the very heart of their spiritual path. Here, with
Center. He oversees meditation groups across
crystal clear insight into the complexities of modern life,
North America and in Australia and South Africa.
the exceptionally learned Khentrul Lodro T’haye Rinpoche
Before the Covid-19 pandemic, he traveled yearinspires his readers to take up those same ancient tools
round teaching seminars and leading retreats,
of lojong to infuse their lives with more compassion,
and he now holds online retreats for his students
equanimity, understanding, patience, and loving kindness
around the globe. He is also the abbot of a
for others.”—Chokyi Nyima Rinpoche, author of Sadness,
monastery in Tibet. Khentrul Rinpoche is one of
Love, Openness: The Buddhist Path of Joy
the only monks in the world with three khenpo
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
degrees—equivalent to three PhDs in Buddhist
philosophy. Many of his students have nicknamed Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
him “the mind training Khenpo” for his passion for Self-Help - Spiritual
teaching mind training practices.

Reviews
“A deep well of both timeless and practical
wisdom, Khentrul Rinpoche’s new book helps
us uncover the relaxed awareness and freedom
that is our very essence.”—Tara Brach, author of
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Red Tara
The Female Buddha of Power and Magnetism
By Rachael Stevens
$29.95 - TR
About the Book
A complete introduction to the Buddhist
goddess Tara, with special emphasis on
her form as Red Tara. Tara is one of the
most celebrated goddesses in the Buddhist
world, representing enlightened activity in
the form of the divine feminine. She protects,
nurtures, and helps practitioners on the path
to enlightenment. Manifesting in many forms
and in many colors to help beings, Tara’s red
form represents her powers of magnetization,
subjugation, and the transformation of desire
into enlightened activity. Red Tara has gained
popularity in recent years with practitioners
of Tibetan Buddhism worldwide. She is
considered to be particularly powerful in times
of plague and disharmony.
This comprehensive overview to Tara focuses
on the origins, forms, and practices of Tara,
providing the reader with insightful information
and inspirations relating to the goddess.
Part Two focuses on Red Tara, a powerful
and liberating form of Tara that is particularly
important to connect with in a time of crisis.
These chapters cover various forms of Red
Tara found throughout the Tibetan Buddhist
world, the particular qualities she represents,
and how through prayers and meditation we
can embody her principles and truly benefit
beings.

practitioner. Rachael studied Tibetan language and
Buddhism while living in the Himalayas, including
in Darjeeling, Nepal, and Tibet. Rachael’s research
focuses on Red Tara, and she has studied and
practiced with Buddhist communities in Europe,
Asia, North America, and Brazil. Today, Rachael is
vice principal at a Buddhist-inspired elementary
school in Northern Thailand.

Religion - Buddhism - Tibetan
Religion - Meditations
An accompanying appendix includes prayers, Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
songs, and meditations on the goddess,
enabling readers to directly connect with their
compassionate enlightened nature through
practices associated with this powerful
Buddhist female deity.
Author
RACHAEL STEVENS holds a doctorate from
Oxford University, is an early education
teacher, and is a long-term Buddhist
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The Tibetan Yogas of
Dream and Sleep
Practices for Awakening

By Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche
$19.95 - TR
About the Book
Deepen your awareness through the
practice of Tibetan dream and sleep yoga.
As the author says, “If we cannot carry our
practice into sleep, if we lose ourselves
every night, what chance do we have to
be aware when death comes? Look to your
experience in dreams to know how you will
fare in death. Look to your experience of
sleep to discover whether or not you are
truly awake.”
We spend a third of our life sleeping and
it is common, in many spiritual traditions
throughout the world, for the world of
dream and sleep to be utilized on the path
to awakening. Dream yoga in the Tibetan
traditions of dream practice has been the
primary support for the realization of many
yogis and great Tibetan masters. Now,
updated and presented with fresh insight
born from years of teaching this practice
to Westerners, Tenzin Wangyal clearly
presents a powerful method for liberation.
With clearly illustrated Tibetan syllables and
the places they are to be visualized, this
practical guide will be of use to both new
and adept practitioners.

degree of traditional Tibetan culture. He has been in
the United States since 1991 and has taught widely
in Europe and America.
Religion - Buddhism - Tibetan
Health & Fitness - Yoga
Body, Mind & Spirit - Dreams

Author
TENZIN WANGYAL RINPOCHE, a lama
in the Bön tradition of Tibet, presently
resides in Charlottesville, Virginia. He is the
founder and director of Ligmincha Institute,
an organization dedicated to the study
and practice of the teachings of the Bön
tradition. He was born in Amritsar, India,
after his parents fled the Chinese invasion
of Tibet. He received training from both
Buddhist and Bön teachers, attaining the
degree of Geshe, the highest academic
66
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The Sakya Jetsunmas
The Hidden World of Tibetan Female Lamas
By Elisabeth A. Benard
$29.95 - TR
About the Book
An exploration of an extraordinary group of
female meditation masters from the Buddhist
tradition in Tibet whose determination and
accomplishments can serve as a great
example for meditators the world over.
Among Tibetan spiritual biographies there are
many life stories of exceptional male wisdomholders or vidyādharas. But biographies
of religious women are few. This book
focuses on the hidden world of the great
female spiritual adepts who were born into
a prominent lineage of the Sakya school of
Tibetan Buddhism. For centuries, this family
of wisdom holders has been committed to
helping others alleviate their suffering and
develop a strong dedication to spiritual
practice.
Author
ELISABETH BENARD (PhD Columbia
University in Tibetan Buddhism) was a
professor of religion and the director of
the Pacific Rim/Asia Study-Travel Program
at the University of Puget Sound in
Tacoma, Washington. She is the author of
Chinnamastā: The Aweful Buddhist and Hindu
Tantric Goddess (Motilal Banarsidass, 1994)
and numerous scholarly articles, and the
co-editor, with Beverly Moon, of Goddesses
Who Rule (Oxford University Press, 2000).
Since her retirement, she has continued to
pursue her interest in goddesses and spiritual
women, compiling biographies of hidden
yoginis in Tibetan Buddhism. Her spiritual
practice has been under the guidance of the
3rd Dezhung Rinpoche, H.H. the 41st Sakya
Trizin (now Trichen), and H.E. Jetsun Kushok. SHAMBHALA
Religion - Buddhism - Tibetan
Religion - Buddhism - History
Religion - Buddhism - Rituals & Practice
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Tibetan Buddhism: The Treasury of
Precious Instructions

The Treasury of Precious Instructions or Dam-ngak Rinpoché Dzö by Jamgön Kongtrul Lodrö
Taye, one of Tibet’s greatest Buddhist masters, is a shining jewel of Tibetan literature, presenting
essential teachings from the entire spectrum of practice lineages that came from India into Tibet.
In its eighteen volumes, Kongtrul brings together some of the most important texts on key topics
of Buddhist thought and practice as well as authoring significant new sections of his own.
Rights Notes: No French Translation rights
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Ashoka the Fierce

How an Angry Prince Became India’s Emperor of Peace
By Carolyn Kanjuro
Illustrated by Sonali Zohra
$17.95 - Jacketed HC
About the Book
The story of how Ashoka the Fierce became known as Ashoka
the Great. As a boy, Ashoka was overlooked as a successor to
his father, the emperor. He grew to become arrogant, impatient,
and above all, angry. Wanting nothing more than to be king,
Ashoka learned to be cunning, and when he finally managed
to ascend to the throne, he was eager for war. But after a
particularly brutal battle, Ashoka was heartbroken and haunted
by the death and devastation he had caused. This moment
marked a momentous change of heart.
Upon returning home, Ashoka’s wife encouraged him to study
and practice the Buddhist teachings and to move beyond his
destructive past. When Ashoka finally met a wise Buddhist
monk, it transformed the way he saw the world and the role of
an emperor. Ashoka spent the rest of his days tirelessly working
to help his people and promoting the qualities of compassion,
tolerance, and virtue.
Author
CAROLYN KANJURO was a director, playwright, tutor for
children, celebrated author of children’s books, and life-long
Buddhist practitioner. She is the author of Sit with Me and The
Monkey Mind Meditation Deck.
SONALI ZOHRA is an illustrator from Bangalore, India. Her
studio is watched over by a fairly wild and dangerous cat. She
has a background in fine art and photography and holds a
master’s degree in design. Sonali currently spends most of her
time illustrating children’s books and is in the process of writing
and illustrating one of her own.
Reviews
“A compelling treatment of the life of an important South Asian
ruler and religious leader.”—Kirkus Reviews
Juvenile Nonfiction - Biography & Autobiography - Historical
Juvenile Nonfiction - Religion - Buddhism
Juvenile Nonfiction - Social Topics - Emotions & Feelings
BALA KIDS
12/07/21
PAGES: 40
ISBN: 9781611808544
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Bodhi Sees the World
Thailand

By Marisa Aragón Ware
$16.95 - Jacketed HC
About the Book
Travel with Bodhi through seek-and-find illustrations as she takes
a plane, boat, and tuk-tuk to explore a new country and culture
in vibrant, bustling Bangkok, Thailand. Bodhi is high above the
clouds, in a plane on her way to Thailand. She’s never been to the
city named Bangkok, and she’s not certain what sights, sounds,
and experiences await her there. Stepping into the streets, Bodhi
suddenly finds herself a long way from home and not sure if she
belongs in this new place. The city is a symphony of noises with
horns beeping, engines roaring, and people speaking in Thai.
But after visiting the golden temple and quieting her mind, Bodhi
begins to see that Thailand is not that different from home after
all. Trees still grow tall, kids play games just like her friends, and a
smile is the same in every language. With this new outlook, Bodhi
opens her heart to the kindness and compassion already within and
realizes that even though she is far away from the place she calls
home, she is right where she belongs amongst the busy streets, Loi
Krathong celebrations, and floating markets of Bangkok.
Bodhi Sees the World shares with children:
• A list of facts and information about the important landmarks
and places Bodhi visits, including the Emerald Buddha, the Grand
Palace, the Chao Phraya River, and the Damnoen Saduak Floating
Market;
• How to say basic greetings and phrases in Thai;
• And introduces a new culture and customs.
Author
MARISA ARAGÓN WARE is an illustrator and author living in
Boulder, Colorado. Marisa garnered her deep appreciation of
nature from a childhood spent enveloped in the forests and glades
of the Rocky Mountains. Those formative experiences heavily
influence both her art and outlook, and she strives to depict the
beauty of the natural world to help others connect with its abundant
primordial magic. Her first book, Where’s Buddha? was published
by Shambhala Publications.
Reviews
“Informative, entertaining, original, Bodhi Sees the World: Thailand
by author and illustrator Marisa Aragon Ware is especially and
unreservedly recommended for family, daycare center, preschool,
elementary school, and community library collections.”—Midwest
Book Review
Juvenile Fiction - Travel
Juvenile Fiction - People & Places - Asia
Juvenile Fiction - Social Themes - New Experience
BALA KIDS
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PAGES: 32
ISBN: 9781611808261
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Buddhist Stories for Kids

Jataka Tales of Kindness, Friendship, and Forgiveness

By Laura Burges
Illustrated by Sonali Zohra
$18.95 - HC Unjacketed

About the Book
A wise and colorful collection of ten Buddhist fables, this
modern telling of ancient Indian stories, centering around
animals and nature, teaches vibrant and timeless life lessons.
(Ages 4–8) Long ago, the Buddha told his followers Jataka
Tales, or “birth stories,” about the many lifetimes he lived
before he was born as Prince Siddhartha. In this beautiful
retelling of ten such stories, the Buddha is introduced as the
Queen of the Dogs, a loyal Parrot, a mischievous Monkey, a
wise Lion, a brave Forest Owlet, and more.
Each story conveys important morals that are short, sweet, and
to the point, giving children a handful of useful lessons to apply
to their lives, like “Always try to do the right thing, even when
no one else is watching.”
These tales are brought to life with stunning and dreamlike
illustrations by Sonali Zohra (illustrator of Ashoka the Fierce),
exploring in vivid detail how one’s actions affect others; the
importance of kindness; the strength of friendship; the value
of thoughtful decisions; and the importance of letting go and
learning to forgive. With a beautiful paper-over-board package
to tie it all together, this book will serve as a timeless and
treasured offering for both children and adults.

Author
LAURA BURGES (Ryuko Eitai) is a lay entrusted Buddhist
teacher in the Soto Zen tradition. She lectures, offers classes,
and leads retreats at the San Francisco Zen Center and at
other practice places in Northern California. She is the abiding
teacher at Lenox House Meditation Group in Oakland. Laura
taught children for 35 years and now mentors other teachers.
SONALI ZOHRA is an illustrator from Bangalore, India. Her
studio is watched over by a fairly wild and dangerous cat. She
has a background in fine art and photography and holds a
master’s degree in design. Sonali currently spends most of her
time illustrating children’s books and is in the process of writing
and illustrating one of her own.
Juvenile Fiction - Religious - Buddhist
Juvenile Fiction - Fairy Tales & Folklore - Country & Ethnic
Juvenile Fiction - Animals - General
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Everything Changes
And That’s OK

By Carol Dodd
Illustrated by Erin Huybrechts
$17.95 - HC Unjacketed

About the Book
Change is all around, but it can be
overwhelming! Explore how change exists
everywhere in a way that is natural, and even
beautiful, in this vibrantly illustrated book with
fun rhyming couplets, for children ages 3 to
7.
“The moon is full, but then it’s gone, chased
away by the dawn. Stars that shine all
through the night disappear in morning’s
light.
Everything changes, night to day.
Everything changes, and that’s OK.”
From an apple seed growing into a brilliant
tree to a child watching a family member
grow old, this book offers a thoughtful look
at why change doesn’t always have to be
negative and can instead be observed with
appreciation. This beautiful exploration of
impermanence is accompanied by vibrant
illustrations that explore every corner of the
world, from rolling fields in Tibet to the cozy,
fireplace-lit living room of a family member’s
home. The illustrations remind children that
everything changes no matter where you are,
no matter who you are, and that’s all right.

Author
CAROL DODD is a resident of Hawai’i and
loves living close to the ocean. She spent
many years working in public and school
libraries, giving her a deep appreciation
for books of all kinds, especially children’s
books. She has also worked as a reading
tutor for elementary-school children through
the Success for All Program. Carol strives to
practice loving kindness and is inspired by
the teachings of Ani Tenzin Palmo and the
Dalai Lama.

an artist her entire life. A wanderer, traveler,
philosopher, and naturalist, Erin has a constant
stream of new ideas for producing works of art.
Born in the Appalachian Mountains of Virginia
and now residing in Colorado, the mountains
and woods have served as a constant source of
inspiration. The majority of Erin’s artworks contain
elements of nature: animals, plants, weather, and
ecosystems.
Juvenile Nonfiction - Social Topics - New
Experience
Juvenile Nonfiction - Social Topics - Emotions &
Feelings
Juvenile Nonfiction - Religion - Buddhism
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The Hero of Compassion
How Lokeshvara Got One Thousand Arms

By Harry Einhorn
Illustrated by Khoa Le
$18.95 - HC Unjacketed

About the Book
The magical story of a compassionate hero who learns how to
always care for others and to never give up-for kids ages 4–8.
Lokeshvara shows us that with compassion, we can always
pick up the pieces of a broken heart, and be stronger, more
loving, and more wise than before.
Lokeshvara is a compassionate hero who lives above the
moon. He tries to help every single being in the world but
gets frustrated when he realizes that he can’t save everyone.
Lokeshvara becomes so disheartened that he explodes into
a thousand pieces. With a little help from a wise friend and
teacher, the pieces are put back together in a way that can
benefit even more beings than before.
Lokeshvara’s tale of compassion and resilience teaches us
that even when we feel overwhelmed by the suffering we
see in the world, we can still find creative ways to help those
around us.
Author
HARRY EINHORN is a composer, artist, and meditation
instructor. He has helped coordinate Buddhist practice and
study programs in Europe, North and South America, India,
and Taiwan. Harry has over a decade of experience working
with kids teaching art in theaters, schools, and museums,
including the Rubin Museum of Art in New York. Harry
currently resides in Taiwan where he lectures at a Buddhist
university.
KHOA LE is an illustrator, graphic designer, painter, and
writer. She graduated from the Fine Arts University in Ho
Chi Mihn City. She has published several award-winning
children’s books, four of which she both wrote and illustrated.
Her artwork has been featured in numerous exhibitions in
Vietnam, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Korea.
Juvenile Fiction - Religious - Buddhist
Juvenile Fiction - Legends, Myths, Fables - Asian
Juvenile Fiction - Social Themes - Emotions & Feelings
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I Am Quiet

A Story for the Introvert in All of Us

By Andie Powers
Illustrated by Betsy Petersen
$16.95 - HC Unjacketed

About the Book
Emile is not shy—he is quiet.
Emile may seem timid and shy on the outside, but on the
inside he is bustling with imagination. While grownups
and even other kids may see Emile as the shy kid who
doesn’t raise his hand in class, we know that Emile is
actually a high-seas adventurer, a daring explorer, and a
friend to wild beasts.
This story honors and encourages the beauty of knowing
ourselves for exactly who we are. Emile’s world shows us
that the mind of a quiet child can be as rich, expansive,
and bold as that of any other (more extroverted) child.
Author
ANDIE POWERS is a writer for Bravery magazine
(braverymag.com), an empowering educational magazine
for children featuring a brave woman in each issue
who has significantly impacted the world. Her work for
children has been published by Root & Star, Brite Light,
and Bravery, and her recent writing and social media
work includes clients Red Cap Cards and Seattle’s Child
magazine. In 2016, she released an illustrated nonfiction
crafting book, Print, Paint, and Ink: Over 20 Modern Craft
Projects for You and Your Home, co-authored with Emily
Grosse and published by Taunton.
BETSY PETERSEN is an artist, illustrator, and
entrepreneur. She’s spent the past seven years building
her own art business —collaborating with organizations
such as Papyrus, Minnetonka, Childhoods Clothing, and
Bravery magazine. You may have purchased or seen one
of her amazing portraits, greeting-card designs, children’s
clothing patterns, or another of her works. She is the coauthor and illustrator of the forthcoming Happy Puppy,
Angry Tiger (May 2021).
Juvenile Nonfiction - Health & Daily Living - Mindfulness &
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I Am Thinking My Life
By Allysun Atwater
Illustrated by Stevie Lewis
$16.95 - Jacketed HC
About the Book
Bursting with imagination, this ode to positive thought demonstrates
a young girl’s ability to use the power of her mind to transform her
world. (Ages 3–7)
“I am thinking my life. Every day. I am creating a universe. I am
communicating with the world. I think stars. I see stars. I am stars.
I think myself smiling. I see myself smiling. I am smiling. I am
sculpting my world. I am clay. I am motion. I am light. I am what I
think.”
Follow along as a young girl discovers the relationship between
her thoughts, actions, and her place in the world. This empowering
story is all about dreaming, doing, and becoming, and how the
power of positive thinking can transform our lives—and the lives of
those around us—forever.
Author
ALLYSUN ATWATER is an educator, author, and a non-practicing
attorney. Allysun is a graduate of Southern Methodist University
(SMU) with a bachelor’s degree in English, and Stanford University
with a master’s degree in education and a juris doctorate. She has
been a decades long practitioner of mindfulness and meditation,
which have been key components in her chronic illness recovery
plan. Allysun lives in the Houston area with her husband, twin
daughters, and two shih tzus.
STEVIE LEWIS is an illustrator, avid hiker, and rock climber. After
working for several years in animation she now illustrates children’s
books. For part of the year, Stevie Lewis travels out of her van,
furthering her passion for art and the outdoors. Her latest illustrated
work includes Moon! Earth’s Best Friend by Stacy McAnulty, Where
is our Library? by Josh Funk, and the upcoming books Tale of the
Shadow King by Daniel Haack and Fatima’s Great Outdoors by
Ambreen Tariq.
Reviews
“In her debut picture book, Atwater creates an empowering look at
imagining the life you want to live. Through the pages, readers see
a beautiful Black girl with large eyes and beads adorning her locs.
The story is well-suited for read-alouds where connections can be
drawn and independent context provided. A welcome addition to
early elementary and public libraries.”—School Library Journal
Juvenile Fiction - Social Themes - Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance
Juvenile Fiction - Social Themes - Emotions & Feelings
Juvenile Fiction - Social Themes - Values & Virtues
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Just a Thought
Exploring Your Weird, Wacky, and Wonderful Mind!
By Jason Gruhl
Illustrated by Ignasi Font
$16.95 - Jacketed HC
About the Book
A playful, read-aloud exploration of all the different thoughts we
have every day and their role in our lives. “Sharks rule!” “That’s
gross.” “I love tofu.” “Is she from Montreal?” Whether our thoughts
are happy, sad, scared, excited, or worried, they come in a
constant flow.
Through playful rhyming text and vivid, fun illustrations, Just a
Thought introduces kids 4–8 to the way our lives are shaped by our
thoughts. The story helps to teach self-awareness by recognizing
negative self-thought and recurring thought patterns. Regardless of
whether you have happy, weird, or mean thoughts-they are all just
thoughts, and no single thought can define you. The magic of mind
is that it’s a space where anything is possible!
Author
JASON GRUHL believes that all kids are smart, brave, kind, and
creative, and he writes books to help them remember that. As
an author and psychotherapist for children and adults, Jason is
dedicated to making a difference in people’s lives and to helping
them realize their power and potential. Jason is a former special
educator and the former executive director and founder of The
Joshua School (a school for children with Autism spectrum
disorders and developmental disabilities in Boulder and Denver,
Colorado). He holds a master’s degree in counseling psychology
(www.gruhlcounseling.com). When not writing, Jason is addicted to
scones, board games, reading, and watching sci-fi movies.
IGNASI FONT is an award-winning artist and illustrator. As art
director for Bungalow Studio, he creates expressive and poetic
ways to communicate ideas through animation, music artwork,
editorial illustration, and children’s books. Art connects us all—even
“strangers in Spain.” Ignasi and his family live in Barcelona, Spain.
Reviews
“Playfully serious thoughts about thinking for deep-thinking
children.”—Kirkus Reviews
Juvenile Nonfiction - Social Topics - Emotions & Feelings
Juvenile Nonfiction - Curiosities & Wonders
Juvenile Nonfiction - Health & Daily Living - Mindfulness &
Meditation
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Leo Learns to
Meditate

A Curious Kid’s Guide to Life’s Ups and Downs
and Lots In-Between
By Francesca Hampton
Illustrated by John Ledda
$17.95 - HC Unjacketed

About the Book
A wildly engaging and imaginative story that
introduces the world of meditation to kids
ages 6–10 through a relatable character
named Leo, who learns to cultivate relaxation,
mindfulness, and lovingkindness. Everyone in
Leo’s family meditates but him—his mom, his
dad, his older sister, and even his stuffed bear,
Teddy! But what does it mean to “meditate,”
and is it something that Leo can do too?
When Mom becomes his meditation teacher,
Leo discovers that it’s about more than just
sitting still. After starting to get the hang of
it, he’s got to apply what he’s learned off the
cushion and out in the world when a bully
targets him at school and steals his piece
of apple pie. Through his experiences,
Leo learns to meditate in the up times, the
down times, and the in-between times. A
graphic-novel illustration style gives Leo’s
story a fun and easy-to-follow narrative arc.
It gives parents, guardians, and teachers an
opportunity to playfully introduce children to
meditation and even includes a step-by-step
guided practice at the end to get their kids
started.

Author
FRANCESCA HAMPTON has been a Buddhist
practitioner since the 70s and helped
to establish Tibetan Buddhist centers in
California. She later worked as an English
language editor at the Library of Tibetan
Works and Archives and spent a number of
years in India and Tibet. She has authored a
few self-published short stories and children’s
books. Now semi-retired, she finds herself
in a golden situation that allows time for
80

meditation, writing, and photography.
JOHN LEDDA is a lifelong lover of children’s
books and holds an MFA in illustration from the
Academy of Art University in San Francisco. He
creates charming, humorous, and heartfelt images
and stories for readers of all ages and currently
lives and works in the Bay Area.
Juvenile Nonfiction - Health & Daily Living Mindfulness & Meditation
Juvenile Fiction - Social Themes - Self-Esteem &
Self-Reliance
Juvenile Fiction - Social Themes - Bullying
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The Monster Parade

A Book about Feeling All Your Feelings and Then Watching
Them Go
By Wendy O’Leary
Illustrated by Noémie Gionet Landry
$16.95 - HC Unjacketed
About the Book
An engaging story that helps children work with difficult
emotions by imagining them as playful monsters in a parade
(ages 3–7).
Watch as the anger monster passes and the sadness
monster disappears—it’s all part of the parade of feelings we
experience every day. Instead of holding on to their emotions,
kids can acknowledge them and let them go on their way.
What’s happening in your parade today?
“Here’s the angry monster
Headed this way
It growls so loud
But you know it won’t stay”
Author
WENDY O’LEARY, MEd, is a mindfulness educator and a
certified meditation and yoga teacher with a long-standing
personal meditation practice. Wendy’s books are based on
her 15-plus years of experience teaching mindfulness and
skills for emotional awareness and regulation to children
and “their adults.” She is a certified parent educator and an
online contributor to Mindful Magazine. She is the co-author
of Breathing Makes It Better: A Book for Sad Days, Mad Days,
Glad Days, and All the Feelings In-Between Bala Kids, 2019).
NOÉMIE GIONET LANDRY grew up in a small coastal town
of New Brunswick, Canada, surrounded by the ocean.
Growing up, she was telling everyone she wanted to become
either a doctor or a children’s book illustrator. Midway
through med school, she decided she would do both.
She now shares her time between the hospital (where she
works as a rheumatologist) and her home studio, where she
sketches, draws, and paints surrounded by her wife, two tiny
Chihuahuas, and two cats.
Reviews
“This book is a charm—a delightful guide for young and old in
relating to our inner parade of challenging emotions.”—Tara
Brach, author of Radical Acceptance
“A wonderful and entertaining reminder for children (and their
grownups) that our feelings will always come and go!”—Chris
Willard, author of Breathing Makes it Better and Growing
Mindful

“The Monster Parade is a remarkable
book to help little people with big
feelings, as Fred Rodgers would say.
This wonderful narrative accompanied
by sweet and calming illustrations that
capture children’s real experiences
together with practical strategies for
managing difficult emotions is a great
resource for classrooms, libraries
and homes. Enjoy the parade!”—
Dodi Swope, LMFT, Together for Kids
Coalition
Juvenile Nonfiction - Social Topics Emotions & Feelings
Juvenile Nonfiction - Social Topics Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance
Juvenile Nonfiction - Health & Daily
Living - Mindfulness & Meditation
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Sophie Learns to Be Brave
By Joan Halifax
Illustrated by Kiersten Eagan
$16.95 - HC Unjacketed

About the Book
A story for kids ages 4–8 about a young girl and her
encounters with a dog that teaches her friendship, presence,
loss, and bravery. This story follows a young girl named
Sophie and a sweet old dog who cross paths in the midst of
a storm. “Breathing in, I am safe; breathing out, I am free,”
Sophie repeats again and again to remind herself and the
“old one” to stay present and brave when feeling scared or
unsettled. In helping each other through their fears, a deep
kinship is formed that makes a lasting impact on Sophie’s life.

Author
ROSHI JOAN HALIFAX, PhD, is a Buddhist teacher, Zen priest,
anthropologist, and pioneer in the field of end-of-life care.
She is Founder, Abbot, and Head Teacher of Upaya Institute
and Zen Center in Santa Fe, New Mexico. She received the
Lamp Transmission from Thich Nhat Hanh, and was given Inka
by Roshi Bernie Glassman. A Founding Teacher of the Zen
Peacemaker Order and founder of Prajna Mountain Buddhist
Order, her work and practice for more than four decades
has focused on engaged Buddhism. Her books include: The
Human Encounter with Death (with Stanislav Grof); The Fruitful
Darkness, A Journey Through Buddhist Practice; Simplicity in
the Complex: A Buddhist Life in America; Being with Dying:
Cultivating Compassion and Wisdom in the Presence of Death;
and her forthcoming, Standing at the Edge: Finding Freedom
Where Fear and Courage Meet.
KIERSTEN EAGAN is a children’s illustrator and visual
development artist with a passion for storytelling. She finds
inspiration anywhere a story can be found—in nature, reading,
history, adventures, traveling—and specializes in gouache,
pencils, and digital work. A graduate of the Academy of Art
in San Francisco, Kiersten works in animation where she has
designed fora variety of television and film projects such as
My Little Pony, Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs, and The
Addams Family.
Juvenile Fiction - Social Themes - Friendship
Juvenile Fiction - Social Themes - Emotions & Feelings
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Train Your Mind Like a Ninja
30 Secret Skills for Fun, Focus, and Resilience

By Chris Willard, Mitch Abblett, and
T. Koei Kuwahara, Sensei, Ilustrated by Toshiki Nakamura
$18.95 - Card deck
About the Book
2021 Mom’s Choice Awards® Gold Recipient
2022 National Parenting Product Award Winner.
Become a ninja with 30 mindfulness practices to help kids ages
5–9 increase their focus, compassion, emotional balance, and body
awareness —from experts in Japanese martial arts and mindfulness.
Train Your Mind Like a Ninja draws from martial arts concepts to explore
how you can train the mind and body to act from a place of awareness
and deliberate action to reach your full potential. While ninjas of the
past may have been warriors, modern ninjas train their minds and
bodies for peaceful purposes only, uncovering ways to become happier,
healthier, and more confident in everything they do. Each of the 30 cards
is categorized to reflect the ninja values of Community/Connection,
Body Awareness and Agility, Mental Awareness and Focus, Calm and
Balance, Perspective and Perseverance, and Mental Flexibility and
Agility. Master each of the cards to unlock your inner ninja and become a
better student, athlete, family member, and friend.
Author
T. KOEI KUWAHARA, SENSEI, has been a teacher of aikido and iaido
for 40 years. He is an acupuncturist focusing on Traditional Japanese
Acupuncture (Hari style of meridian therapy), and Japanese medical ki
gung for over 35 years.
MITCH ABBLETT, PhD, is a licensed clinical psychologist and consultant
with a private practice. The author of The Five Hurdles to Happiness
and From Anger to Action, he has been the executive director of the
Institution for Meditation and Psychotherapy and was for eleven years
clinical director of Manville School at Judge Baker’s Children’s Center at
Harvard University.
DR. CHRISTOPHER WILLARD, PsyD, is an author and educator who
teaches at Harvard Medical School and serves on the board of the
Mindfulness in Education Network and the Institute for Meditation
and Psychotherapy. An established speaker in both meditation and
psychotherapy communities, he regularly leads workshops and presents
at conferences around the world. He is the author of numerous books,
including Alphabreaths and Raising Resilience, and he is the coauthor of
Breathing Makes It Better.
Reviews
“I love the beautifully illustrated Train Your Mind Like a Ninja card deck!
The authors’ own ninja skills are apparent as they masterfully adapted
the wisdom of mindful awareness for young minds, while preserving the
power of the techniques. I’ll enjoy using these cards myself.”—Seth J.
Gillihan, PhD, clinical psychologist and co-author of The CBT Deck for
Kids and Teens and A Mindful Year
Juvenile Nonfiction - Sports & Recreation - Martial Arts
Juvenile Nonfiction - Health & Daily Living - Mindfulness & Meditation
Juvenile Nonfiction - Games & Activities - Card Games
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The Warrior’s Code

And How I Live It Every Day (A Kids Guide to
Love, Respect, Care, Responsibility, Honor, and
Peace)
By Kate Hobbs
Illustrated by Savannah Allen
$16.95 - HC Unjacketed
About the Book
Kai is a warrior! And as a warrior, Kai has a code to live
by and share with others. This is the warrior’s code: to be
peaceful, to be kind of heart, and to respect all living things.
An empowering “code of conduct” book that teaches kids
age 4–8 that bravery and courage mean treating others with
kindness, standing up for what’s right, and demonstrating
peace and self-respect. Inspired by the classic spiritual text,
Shambhala: Sacred Path of the Warrior, this uplifting story for
children will build self-esteem, cultivate kindness, and instill
values of compassion, nonviolence, and honoring. Written by
a 7th degree Kajukenbo black belt, The Warrior’s Code distills
the ethics of traditional martial arts into a simple and clear
message that kids can memorize, embody, and understand.
Kids who follow the code of the warrior can become more
mindful, resilient, and confident.
Author
KATE HOBBS is a 7th degree black belt in Kajukenbo and
the founder of Destiny Arts Center and Oakland Kajukenbo
Kwoon. She began studying martial arts in 1981 and began
teaching youth classes in 1985, which eventually expanded
to a violence prevention program called Project Destiny. In
1989, Hobbs founded Destiny Arts Center to integrate marital
arts training, violence prevention skills, and movement arts in
a non-profit organization specifically for young people. Each
year, over 3,500 people enroll in her classes, which have been
designed to promote resilience, socio-emotional learning, and
interpersonal skills.
SAVANNAH ALLEN is a Nashville-based author and illustrator
who never grew out of a love for children’s books. As a biracial
creator, who rarely saw herself in stories as a child, she loves
to invent characters that are simple, whimsical and inclusive.
Juvenile Nonfiction - Social Topics - Values & Virtues
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The Animal
Adventurer’s Guide

How to Prowl for an Owl, Make Snail Slime, and
Catch a Frog Bare-Handed—50 Activities to Get
Wild with Animals
By Susie Spikol
Illustrated by Becca Hall
$17.95 - TR

About the Book
Calling all animal lovers! 50 hands-on activities
and adventures that bring you closer to wild
animals than you’ve ever been.
With 50 interactive activities that include
talking like a chickadee, learning to sniff like
a snake, and making your own fossils, this is
your guide to having fun-filled adventures that
will bring you up close and personal with the
wild creatures right outside your door.
Learn how to:
• Safely track wild animals anytime of the year
• Hum to a snail and watch it peek out at you
• Turn your flashlight into a night vision light so
you can spy on nocturnal animals
• Start your very own animal scat collection
and impress your friends
• Catch a frog with your bare hands
• Build a wildlife blind and become invisible to
the animals around you
• Find snake skins, insect skeletons, animal
feeding signs, bird feathers, and more
• Keep a wild guide to your own backyard
• Take handy field notes on the secret lives of
animals
• Go on fun scavenger hunts for things like
dens, fur, nests, and even scat
Packed with fun-filled animal illustrations by
Becca Hall

ages make positive and sustainable connections
to the environment. When not catching frogs
with preschoolers, tracking bobcats with middleschoolers, or hawk-watching with her own three
children, Susie spends her time writing about the
natural world.
BECCA HALL is an illustrator based in the Lake
District, England. Her work appears across the
United Kingdom on stationery and giftware, and in
children’s books.
Juvenile Nonfiction - Activity Books - General
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Author
SUSIE SPIKOL is a naturalist at the Harris
Center for Conservation Education (www
.harriscenter.org) in Hancock, NH. For over
30 years she has been helping people of all
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Body Astrology

A Cosmic Guide to Health, Healing, and Harnessing the Power
of the Planets
By Claire Gallagher, MAc, MScN, CSCS
Illustrated by Caitlin Keegan
$27.95 - Hardcover
About the Book
Let the planets be your guide to reestablish trust in your own
body and inner wisdom. Your astrological makeup is like a
window into how your unique body works. Because astrology,
life, and the body are constantly changing, Body Astrology goes
beyond the basics, teaching you how to interpret your birth chart
and craft a whole-body daily and seasonal practice to match.
Recognizing cosmic patterns can help reconnect you with your
authentic preferences so you can create a unique daily routine
that is tailored to your needs. Nutritionist, certified strength and
conditioning specialist, and astrologer Claire Gallagher guides
you in the healing powers of each planet and how to use food,
movement, and lifestyle to realign and empower. Her integrative
and intuitive full-body approach puts the wellness industry on
mute so you can have confidence in your own self-directed health
choices.
Author
CLAIRE GALLAGHER, MAc, MScN, CSCS, is a post-wellness ally,
anti-diet nutritionist, intuitive movement counselor, and medical
astrologer. She holds master’s degrees in acupuncture and
nutrition and is a certified strength and conditioning specialist.
Claire uses astrology as a tool for deepening personal authority,
self-compassion, and body trust. She’s a Virgo Sun, Aquarius
Moon, and Sagittarius rising. You can find Claire online at
clairegallagher.com.
CAITLIN KEEGAN is a Brooklyn-based illustrator and designer
who is also the author and illustrator of The Illuminated Tarot,
Dreamer’s Journal, and Illuminated: A Journal for Your Tarot
Practice. She graduated from the Rhode Island School of Design
and has been a guest lecturer and illustration critic at Maryland
Institute College of Art, University of the Arts, School of Visual
Arts, and RISD.
Subrights Sold: German
Body, Mind & Spirit - Astrology - Horoscopes
Health & Fitness - Healthy Living
Cooking - Health & Healing - General
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The Color Meditation Deck

500+ Prompts to Explore Watercolor and Spark Your
Creativity
By Lisa Solomon, author of A Field
Guide to Color
$24.95 - Card deck

About the Book
Unleash your creative expression with open-ended watercolor
prompts from the author of A Field Guide to Color. With 62 cards,
The Color Meditation Deck offers over 500 potential combinations
for endless color meditation opportunities. This deck gives you the
mental space to concentrate on the act of creating itself instead of
the anxiety that facing a blank page can give. It also adds a layer of
surprise and challenge, helping you to break out of “creator’s block”
and find fresh inspiration.
Draw a color meditation card (such as “Triangles”) and a parameter
card (such as “Limited Palette”), grab your watercolors and paper,
and get creative! Paint triangles in rows using red, yellow, and green.
Or paint them in a star-shaped pattern. Or paint them willy-nilly
across the page in all different sizes (equilateral? isosceles?). You
can begin with the full-strength colors and then slowly add in white
to tint them lighter each row. The options are endless and it’s totally
up to you! You can do quick versions in 5–10 minutes or really slow
down and paint for as long as you’d like.
Whether you are an experienced artist or just getting started, these
cards will not only lead you to a new relationship with paint and
color but will offer a meditative break that can open you up for ideas
and inspiration in all areas of your life. With a booklet on basic color
theory, materials, and suggestions for how to get started, the deck
stands on its own—it is also a perfect companion for fans of A Field
Guide to Color who are looking for more color meditations. The
package offers a beautiful and colorful cigar-style box with magnetic
closure.

Author
LISA SOLOMON resides in Oakland, California with her husband,
daughter, an assortment of oddball rescue pets, a garden, a
backyard studio, and a bevy of art supplies. She received her BA
in art practice from UC Berkeley, her MFA from Mills College, and
has been an Adjunct/Visiting Professor in the Bay Area for over
fifteen years. Her layered mixed-media works and grand-sized
installations often utilize unconventional mediums, humor, and color
to explore gender, identity, and personal histories, as well as the
nature of art and craft itself. As a Hapa (her mother is Japanese, her
father Caucasian), she sees hybridity—in materials, in concept—as
integral to her practice. She is profoundly interested in bridging the
gaps between being creative, living creatively, and making a living
as a creative.
Art - Techniques - Watercolor Painting
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mindfulness & Meditation
Crafts & Hobbies - Painting
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Earth Medicines

Ancestral Wisdom, Healing Recipes, and Wellness Rituals from
a Curandera
By Felicia Cocotzin Ruiz
Photographs by Nicky Hedayatzade
$24.95 - Hardcover
About the Book
An accessible guide to time-honored Indigenous wisdom, healing
recipes, and wellness rituals for modern life from an experienced
curandera. In Earth Medicines, Felicia Cocotzin Ruiz, a curandera
(or traditional healer) who is a Xicana with Tewa ancestry, combines
Indigenous wisdom from many traditions with the power of the
four elements. This modern guide is designed to support readers
on their path to wellness with lifestyle practices and recipes
perfected by Ruiz in her twenty-five years of training and working
as a curandera. Ruiz teaches readers to be their own healers by
discovering their own ancestral practices and cultivating a personal
connection to the elements.
Author
FELICIA COCOTZIN RUIZ (Tewa/Xicana) is a curandera and
Indigenous foods activist whose work is deeply rooted in the
healing properties of sacred plants. Sharing the Medicine of the
People, Felicia weaves together stories of Indigenous wisdom
with the intention of her dishes, applying “Culinary Medicine,” as
named by one of her Maestras. Curanderas are traditional healers,
who carry knowledge of foods, herbs, and other cultural remedies
working with the body, mind, and spirit. Curanderismo has been
practiced throughout the Americas for over five hundred years, with
each healer offering a unique skillset applying their natural gifts,
training, or cultural practices. With permission from her elders,
Felicia shares her work with others through private consultations,
workshops, and ceremony.
Reviews
“Felicia’s whole being and personal energy radiates healing. I am
so excited that now so many others will be able to share in her
wisdom and grace.”—Padma Lakshmi, Host/Executive Producer of
Hulu’s Taste the Nation and Bravo’s Top Chef
“Felicia Cocotzin Ruiz has distilled twenty-three years of wisdomgathering in one gorgeous book, making traditional, culinary
healing accessible and inspiring for readers.”—Dana Cowin,
founder of Giving Broadly and former editor-in-chief of Food & Wine
magazine
“An exemplary guide to healing our bodies and our families through
beautiful rituals and dishes! A gift to us all shared by Felicia,
passed down from her indigenous lineage.”—Beatrice Valenzuela
Health & Fitness - Herbal Medications
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Cooking - Health & Healing - General
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How to Grow a Baby

A Science-Based Guide to Nurturing New Life, from Pregnancy
to Childbirth and Beyond
By Amy J. Hammer, RN
Illustrated by Michelle Lassaline
$24.95 - TR
About the Book
Written by a nurse, this holistic guide for pregnancy and the postpartum
experience provides foundational knowledge and intuitive wisdom to
help new mothers support the optimal health of their baby and their own
bodies.
Packed with practical information and helpful infographics, Amy J.
Hammer helps you create the optimal environment for growing a
baby and navigating the major transitions in a pregnancy—including
nurturing pelvic floor health, the fetal and parental microbiome,
and the science behind the stages of pregnancy from conception
to postpartum. By providing vital and often ignored information
about reproductive science, movement, and nourishment, this book
empowers parents to make informed and personal choices about their
pregnancy, birth, and beyond.
Author
AMY J. HAMMER believes in humble methods and solid tools that help
readers celebrate and cultivate glorious flavors and meaningful lives.
Her work focuses on reproductive health, nourishing food, movement,
and the environment. Her background in teaching yoga and movement,
journalism, environmental studies, and as a registered nurse give
her a unique and dynamic approach to health and wellness. When
she’s not writing, Amy enjoys doing all of the things she writes about:
moving her body, gardening, making food, playing outside with her
family, and living life with deep pleasure and always, a sense of humor.
MICHELLE LASSALINE is an illustrator and fine artist. Michelle’s work
is in the collections of Isle Royale National Park, the White River Valley
Museum, the City of Reno, and the Oats Park Art Center. She was a
2020 recipient of the Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation Grant, and has
received grants from the City of Seattle, Artist Trust, 4Culture, and the
Nevada Arts Council.
Reviews
“This is a rich and comprehensive resource for new parents on how
to create a healthy and holistic environment from conception to birth
for your growing baby. I wish I had read this fascinating book when
I was going through my pregnancies!”—Angela Hanscom, Author of
Balanced & Barefoot, Founder of Timber Nook
“How to Grow a Baby is a wonderful guide for pregnancy. We happily
share it with all our clients now and are thankful there is such a wellrounded holistic guide available. It’s truly a gem of a book!”—Morgan
Miller, CPM, LDM, LM Midwife at Soft Corner Midwifery
Health & Fitness - Pregnancy & Childbirth
Health & Fitness - Women’s Health
Health & Fitness - Sexuality
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This Long Thread

Women of Color on Craft, Community, and
Connection

By Jen Hewett
$24.95 - TR

About the Book
Celebrate the diverse work of people of color in
the craft community and explore the personal,
political, and creative potential of textile arts
and crafts. In early 2019, the craft community
experienced a reckoning when crafters of color
began sharing personal stories about exclusion
and racial injustice in their field, pointing out
the inequity and lack of visible diversity within
the crafting world. This Long Thread explores
the work and contributions of people of color
across the fiber arts and crafts community,
representing a wide spectrum of race, age,
region, cultural identity, education, and
economic class. These conversations explore
techniques and materials, belonging, identity,
pride of place, cultural misappropriation,
privilege, the value (or undervaluing) of craft,
community support structures, recognition
or exclusion, intergenerational dialogue, and
much more. Be inspired by the work and
stories of innovative people of color who are
making exceptional contributions to the world
of craft. The diverse range of textile artists and
craftspeople featured include knitters, quilters,
sewers, weavers, and more who are making
inspiring and innovative work, yet who are often
overlooked by mainstream media.

classes. In addition to designing and printing her own
collections, Jen also designs custom products for
retail clients. She is the author of Print, Pattern, Sew
and has over 64k followers on Instagram. Visit her at
www.jenhewett.com and @jenhewett.
Crafts & Hobbies - Fiber Arts & Textiles
Crafts & Hobbies - Mixed Media
Social Science - Discrimination

Author
JEN HEWETT is a printmaker, surface designer,
and teacher. She lives in a beautiful, light- and
art-filled apartment two blocks from Golden
Gate Park and two miles from the Pacific
Ocean. Since 2014, she has taught block
printing to hundreds of students around the
world through her popular in-person and online
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The Modern Larder
From Anchovies to Yuzu, a Guide to Artful and Attainable
Home Cooking

By Michelle McKenzie
$40.00 - HC
About the Book
One ingredient can change the nature of a dish, elevating it from
flat to transcendent-with 58 ingredient profiles and more than 260
recipes and variations. Do you have a kitchen full of jars and pastes
and flours you want to use more? From capers, crème fraîche,
and fish sauce to date syrup, labneh, preserved lemon, and more,
Michelle McKenzie offers a fresh perspective on magical pantry
items that are often overlooked by home cooks. With 58 ingredient
profiles and more than 260 recipes and variations featuring
those ingredients, learn to harness the power of your pantry to
make dishes extraordinary. Undeniably inspiring yet also happily
pragmatic, The Modern Larder will change your approach to
cooking and elevate your everyday meals.
Author
MICHELLE MCKENZIE is a professional cook, culinary instructor,
food writer, food stylist, and recipe developer. She is the author
of Dandelion & Quince: Exploring the Wide World of Unusual
Vegetables, Fruits, and Herbs, nominated for both the James
Beard and IACP Awards. Michelle graduated from the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill with a degree in nutrition and a
minor in biochemistry, giving her a deep understanding of food
properties and their complex implications within the human
body. She later graduated from The Natural Gourmet Institute for
Health and Culinary Arts, where she immersed herself in healthsupportive cuisine prepared from whole, organic, and seasonal
foods. Michelle has worked at some of the best restaurants in the
country, has been featured on the Cooking Channel, and has been
a contributor for websites such as Food52 and publications such
as Sunset magazine.
Reviews
“I love the thinking behind The Modern Larder, that the starting
point for your meal can be the ingredients already in your larder,
your fridge, your cupboards at home. Michelle’s larder celebrates
both the ingredients we already know and love to use but also
champions those which don’t spend enough time in the limelight.
I’m inspired to reach again for my bottle of verjus, to seek out more
bee pollen, to reclaim my schmaltz!”—Yotam Ottolenghi, author of
Plenty, Jerusalem, and Flavor
Cooking - Methods - Gourmet
Cooking - Specific Ingredients - Herbs, Spices, Condiments
Cooking - Seasonal
ROOST BOOKS
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The Untamed Elemental
A 52-Card Oracle Deck and Guidebook
By Tasya van Ree
$35.00 - Card Deck

About the Book
Unlock cosmic truths, channel your intuition, and align yourself
with the natural wisdom of the earth with this strikingly original
oracle deck and guidebook from celebrated abstract artist Tasya
van Ree, featuring 52 bold representations of animals and earth
elements. Inspired by the elements of Mother Earth, each card
reveals an opportunity for self-discovery, awakening, and a
celebration of the mystery and wonder of life. Organized by the
five elements —Earth, Water, Air, Fire, and Ether—this deck invites
you into a sacred ritual to connect your body, mind, and spirit
to the rhythm of the seasons and offers insightful ways to bring
imbalances into a state of healing and wholeness.
Meditate on the Moon card for devotion, stability, and immortality.
Draw the Wolf card to awaken your wildness, maternal power, and
will to survive. Or contemplate the Storm card, which connects
you to your ability to be resilient in the face of transition. Your soul
knows the way already. Allow The Untamed Elemental to be your
guide.

Author
TASYA VAN REE is a multidisciplinary artist based in Los Angeles,
California. Her work has been exhibited in New York, Los Angeles,
Belgium, and Paris. Influenced by the wonders of the natural
world, and especially those of her Hawaiian provenance, her
artwork is infused with mystical messages, otherworldly elements,
eros, alchemy, and the infinite mystery of Mother Earth. Her form
and composition are a testament to her intuitive observation of the
vastness of existence, and she transcends the boundaries of all
mediums to create from the expanse her own radical embrace of
expression.
Body, Mind & Spirit - Divination - General
Body, Mind & Spirit - Inspiration & Personal Growth
Body, Mind & Spirit - Mysticism
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For information on obtaining translation rights for Shambhala books, please contact our agents
listed below. For languages not found below, please e-mail rights@shambhala.com or write to:
Rights Department, Shambhala Publications, Inc., 2129 13th St, Boulder, CO 80302, USA.
Bulgarian

Estonian

Hungarian

Katalina Sabeva
Anthea Agency
62 G.M. Dimitrov Blvd., Suite 20
Sofia 1172
Bulgaria
katalina@anthearights.com

Tatjana Zoldnere
Andrew Nurnberg Associates Baltic
P.O.Box 77
Riga, LV 1011
Latvia
zoldnere@anab.apollo.lv

Mr. Peter Bolza
Katai & Bolza Literary Agents
H-1068 Budapest
Benczur u. 11.
Hungary
peter@kataibolza.hu

Chinese

French

Indonesian

Chang-Chih Tsai
Bardon Chinese Media Agency
3F, No. 150, Section 2, Roosevelt
Road
Taipei 100,
Taiwan ROC 106
Mengying@bardonchinese.com

Ms. Catherine Lapautre
Agence Michelle Lapautre
91 ter, rue du Cherche-Midi
75006 Paris
France
catherine@lapautre.com

Mr. Santo Manurung
Maxima Creative Agency
Beryl Timur No.41
Gading Serpong –Tangerang 15810
Indonesia
santo@cbn.net.id

Finnish

Italian

Mr. Peter Bolza
Katai & Bolza Literary Agents
H-1068 Budapest
Benczur u. 11.
Hungary
peter@kataibolza.hu

Alexander Schwarz
Alexander Schwarz Literary Agency
Tolakkerweg 37
NL–3739 JG Hollandsche Rading
Netherlands
alexander@
alexanderschwarzliteraryagency.com

Erica Berla
Berla & Griffini Rights Agency
Via G.G. Mora 7
20123 Milano
Italy
berla@bgagency.it

Czech

German

Croatian

Japanese
Ms. Kristin Olson
Kristin Olson Literary Agency
Klimentská 24
110 00 Praha 1
Czech Republic
kristin.olson@litag.cz

Dutch
Ms. Marianne Schönbach
Marianne Schönbach Literary
Agency
Rokin 44 III
1012 KV Amsterdam
The Netherlands
m.schonbach@schonbach.nl
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Anoukh Foerg
Literarische Agentur
Herzogstrasse 73
80796 Muenchen
Germany
anoukhfoerg@anoukhfoerg.com

Ms. Nami Horike
The English Agency Ltd.
Sakuragi Bldg., 4F
6-7-3 Minami Aoyama
Minato-ku, Tokyo 107
Japan
Fax: (81-3) 3406-5387
nami.horiike@eaj.co.jp

Hebrew
Ms. Geula Geurts
The Deborah Harris Agency
P.O. Box 8528
Jerusalem 91083
Israel
geula@dhliterary.com

Korean
Ms. Young-Sun Choi
Sibylle Books Literary Agency
9F. 901 Iaan Sangam Apartel 2
592-6 Seongsan-Dong
Mapo-Gu
Seoul 121-850
Korea
youngsun.choi@sibyllebooks.com

Latvian/Lithuanian

Slovak

Vietnamese

Tatjana Zoldnere
Andrew Nurnberg Associates Baltic
P.O.Box 77
Riga, LV 1011
Latvia
zoldnere@anab.apollo.lv

Ms. Kristin Olson
Kristin Olson Literary Agency
Klimentská 24
110 00 Praha 1
Czech Republic
kristin.olson@litag.cz

Winnie Waropas
Right Thing Agency (RTA)
99/399 Soi 4, Mooban Setthasiri,
Kanchanapisek Road
Kannayao, Kannayao, Bangkok,
Thailand 10230
winnie.rightthingagency@gmail.com

Norwegian

Slovenian

Alexander Schwarz
Alexander Schwarz Literary Agency
Tolakkerweg 37
NL–3739 JG Hollandsche Rading
Netherlands
alexander@
alexanderschwarzliteraryagency.com

Mr. Peter Bolza
Katai & Bolza Literary Agents
H-1068 Budapest
Benczur u. 11.
Hungary
peter@kataibolza.hu

Spanish
Polish
Kamila Kanafa
Macadamia Literary Agency
ul. Nugat 3 m. 20
02-776 Warsaw
Poland
Tel: 0048 793 930 360
kamila@macadamialit.com
macadmialit.com

Portuguese
(Portugal and Brazil)
Ms. Elizabeth Atkins
A.C.E.R.
Amor de Dios, 1
28014 Madrid
Spain
eatkins@acerliteraria.com

Romanian
Ms. Simona Kessler
International Copyright Agency, Ltd.
Str. Banul Antonache 37
011663 Bucharest 1
Romania
simona@kessler-agency.ro

Russian
Mr. Alexander Korzhenevski
Alexander Korzhenevski Agency
7th Parkovaya 28-100
Moscow 105264
Russia
alex.akagency@gmail.com

English for the Indian
Subcontinent
Ritesh Singh (Director)
Thoughts and Tales Private Limited
T3/302, Zion Lakeview Apartments,
Sector 48 Faridabad, Haryana
India - 121001
thoughtsntales@gmail.com

Ms. Elizabeth Atkins
A.C.E.R.
Amor de Dios, 1
28014 Madrid
Spain
eatkins@acerliteraria.com

Swedish
Alexander Schwarz
Alexander Schwarz Literary Agency
Tolakkerweg 37
NL–3739 JG Hollandsche Rading
Netherlands
alexander@
alexanderschwarzliteraryagency.com

Thai
Winnie Waropas
Right Thing Agency (RTA)
99/399 Soi 4, Mooban Setthasiri,
Kanchanapisek Road
Kannayao, Kannayao, Bangkok,
Thailand 10230
winnie.rightthingagency@gmail.com

Turkish
Atilla Izgi Turgut
Akcali Copyright Agency
Bahariye Cad. 8/6
81300 Kadikoy, Istanbul
Turkey
atilla@akcalicopyright.com
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